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Abstract
Swampland criteria like the Weak Gravity Conjecture should not only apply to particles,
but also to other lower-codimension charged objects in 4d EFTs like strings and membranes.
However, the description of the latter is in general subtle due to their large backreaction
effects. In the context of 4d N = 1 EFTs, we consider 12BPS strings and membranes which
are fundamental, in the sense that they cannot be resolved within the EFT regime. We
argue that, if interpreted from the EFT viewpoint, the 4d backreaction of these objects
translates into a classical RG flow of their couplings. Constraints on the UV charges and
tensions get then translated to constraints on the axionic kinetic terms and scalar potential
of the EFT. This uncovers new relations among the Swampland Conjectures, which become
interconnected by the physical properties of low-codimension objects. In particular, using
that string RG flows describe infinite field distance limits, we show that the WGC for
strings implies the Swampland Distance Conjecture. Similarly, WGC-saturating membranes
generate a scalar potential satisfying the de Sitter Conjecture.
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1
1 Introduction
The Swampland program [1–3] aims at identifying universal criteria that any effective field
theory (EFT) should satisfy to admit a UV embedding in a consistent theory of quantum
gravity. One of the most studied swampland criteria is the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [4]:
given a EFT with a p-form gauge field weakly coupled to Einstein gravity, there must exist
at least an electrically charged (p − 1)-brane with a charge-to-tension ratio bigger than the
one of an extremal black brane in that theory. This conjecture has been extensively checked
in the past years (see [3] and references therein). However, these studies have always been
focused on codimension > 2 charged objects.1 The reason is that applying the WGC to low
codimension objects is much trickier, as these objects induce a strong backreaction that modifies
the asymptotic structure of the vacuum and cannot be neglected. Even the definition of tensions
T and charges Q of these objects appears problematic, as they cannot be defined asymptotically.
Up to now, any generalisation of the WGC to low codimension objects [5, 7–9] usually involves
dealing with probe branes, but a proper treatment taking into account their backreaction is
missing. In this paper, we take the first steps in this direction.
Understanding how to deal with low codimension objects can also provide valuable information
about the low-energy EFT actions that are consistent with quantum gravity. Interestingly, the
gauge kinetic function of p-form (with p ≥ d−2) gauge fields not only fixes the physical charges Q
and the strength of the gauge interaction between the objects, but also parametrises the axionic
kinetic terms and scalar potentials of the low energy effective action. In 4d effective actions,
scalars with approximate continuous shift symmetries can be dualised to 2-form gauge fields,
with the gauge kinetic function given by the axionic field metric. Similarly, dynamical discrete
parameters in the potential (usually corresponding to internal fluxes in string compactifications)
can be dualised to 3-form gauge fields such that their gauge kinetic function parametrises the
F-term potential. Hence, constraints on the EFT kinetic terms and potentials can be translated
to properties of the strings and membranes charged under the 2-form and 3-form gauge fields
respectively, and vice versa.
Notice that some swampland conjectures (like the WGC) imply constraints on the properties
of the charged objects, while other swampland conjectures constrain the behaviour of the field
metrics and scalar potentials, like e.g. the de Sitter conjecture [10]. But in the context of strings
and membranes, they all get connected for the reasons explained above. In fact, our work will
uncover new connections among the Swampland Conjectures, which supports the perspective
that all these conjectures should not be regarded as independent statements but just as different
faces of the same underlying quantum gravity principles. In particular, we will show that the
Distance [11] and the asymptotic de Sitter [12] conjectures result as a consequence of applying
the WGC for strings and membranes.
We will focus on describing the physics of BPS strings and membranes in 4d N = 1 EFTs,
where these objects become particularly significant. Indeed, controlled settings to check the
Swampland conjectures usually require to deal with BPS objects in a supersymmetric setting.
However, in 4d N = 1 EFTs, only strings and membranes can be BPS. In this sense, a proper
analysis of these objects seems essential in order to extend the tests of the conjectures – up to
now mostly performed in settings with 8 supercharges or more – to more phenomenologically
attractive theories like 4d N = 1 EFTs.
In particular, we will consider fundamental strings and membranes, namely those satisfying
1Although precisely the generalisation to codimension 1 objects plays a crucial role in the conjecture that any
non-supersymmetric vacuum is unstable [5, 6].
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Λp < Tp−1 < M2PΛp−2 for an EFT with cut-off Λ. We will argue that the aforementioned
difficulties associated with low-codimension objects can be avoided by treating them as localised
operators entering the EFT, rather than as states in a given vacuum. One can then use the
bulk-plus-brane EFT to study the low energy dynamics of the complete system. In the spirit
of [13, 14], the classical backreaction can then be understood as a classical RG flow of the brane
couplings. This induces a flow of the light scalar fields which makes the brane tension already
scale dependent at the classical level. Hence, the tension entering in the EFT action should
be regarded as the tension of the object T evaluated at the cut-off scale Λ. For codimension
≥ 2, the brane couplings correspond to irrelevant operators, while for codimension 2 and 1
they become marginally relevant and relevant operators respectively. This implies that we can
only study the properties of these objects at sufficiently high cut-off scale in an appropriate
perturbative regime, which is equivalent to be located close enough to the localised object.
The RG flow induced by the backreaction of the strings forces some scalars to travel an
infinite field distance when approaching the string core. In this way it is possible to probe
a particular asymptotic limit in moduli space selected by the string charge. This hints to a
one-to-one correspondence between strings and infinite field distance limits that leads us to
propose the Distant Axionic String Conjecture, which will be analysed in detail in a companion
paper [15]. Essentially, the conjecture states that all infinite distance limits of a 4d EFT can be
realised as an RG flow endpoint of a fundamental axionic string. When turning on a potential
for the scalars, some strings become anomalous and membranes need to end on them. We
show that, if the mass for the scalars is below the EFT cut-off Λ, then there is a sublattice
of fundamental membranes such that the anomaly can be cured at the EFT level, which is
a non-trivial consistency check. Indeed, the EFT lattice of fundamental membranes ΓEFT
guarantees that the energy scales of the induced potential are compatible with the EFT regime,
and it depends on the perturbative/asymptotic regime under consideration, which is in turn
selected by the string flow. We discuss how to identify this EFT lattice and analyse the scalar
flow induced by the membrane backreaction when moving away from it.
Simply using supersymmetry, we derive some off-shell identities relating the charge and the
tension that any BPS string and membrane in 4d N = 1 theories need to satisfy. They can be
interpreted as conditions for the balance of forces between two identical strings or membranes,
although this interpretation only makes sense at a high enough cut-off, i.e. close enough to
the object. In particular, the F-term potential that can be dualised to 3-form gauge fields
can always be interpreted as a no-force condition for a membrane with a charge Q2 = 2V . A
Repulsive Force Condition [16,17] could then potentially constrain the supersymmetry breaking
mechanisms in the EFT.
Taking the EFT viewpoint, we revisit the interpretation and connections among the Swamp-
land conjectures for low codimension objects. We study a possible interpretation of the WGC
for strings and membranes and point out that, unlike the no-force identity, saturating the
WGC implies a specific behaviour of the Ka¨hler potential which is indeed characteristic at the
asymptotic limits in string compactifications. We then show that satisfying the WGC for strings
implies that the string tension goes to zero exponentially in terms of the proper field distance as
approaching the core of the string. Since the string tension acts as a cut-off of the EFT, this
is precisely a realisation of the Swampland Distance Conjecture (SDC) [11] in N = 1 settings,
namely that there is always an infinite tower of states becoming exponentially light at the infinite
field distance limits. In this case, the tower would correspond to the string excitation modes, as
the Emergent String Conjecture [18] implies in some instances, and the exponential rate is fixed
in terms of the extremality bound for the string. If our Distant Axionic String Conjecture indeed
holds in any setting, this would imply that the SDC is always just a consequence of a string
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satisfying the WGC! And the string extremality factor would always provide a universal bound
for the exponential rate of the tower. Furthermore, the RG flow interpretation provides evidence
for the emergence proposal [19, 20] as the infinite distance emerges indeed from integrating out
high energy modes as Λ→ 0. Similarly, we show that membranes saturating the WGC imply a
contribution to the scalar potential that always satisfies the initial de Sitter conjecture [10]. More
precisely, since we can only identify WGC-saturating membranes at the perturbative regimes,
this provides a concrete realisation of the asymptotic version of the de Sitter conjecture [12],
yielding runaway potentials towards infinite field distance.
The outline of the paper goes as follows. In Section 2 we summarise how to include
fundamental BPS strings and membranes in N = 1 supergravity theories and show that they
satisfy some off-shell identities, which can be na¨ıvely interpreted as no-force conditions between
them. In Section 3 we illustrate how to properly treat these low-codimension objects within the
EFT, regarding them as localised operators of the EFT and understanding their backreaction as
an RG-flow thereof. In Section 4 we study the flow induced by elementary strings and membranes
by considering specific asymptotic limits in field space and motivate the Distant Axionic String
Conjecture, to be discussed in more detail in [15]. Finally, in Section 5 we show how elementary
strings and membranes contain crucial information that allows us to revisit several Swampland
Conjectures and to thread previously undisclosed links among them. Specifically, after showing
how to properly formulate a WGC and a Repulsive Force Conjecture for strings and membranes,
we will exhibit how elementary strings provide tools to explore infinite distance limits in relation
to the SDC, and how membranes can be used to infer constraints on the potential, such as those
required by the de Sitter conjecture.
Technical details have been relegated to the appendices. Appendix A shows and interprets
perturbatively the no-force identities for strings and membranes. Appendix B describes the flux
lattice structure in perturbative limits involving several fields.
Note added: While this paper was being prepared for submission we received [21] which
also points out the interpretation of the N = 1 F-term potential as a no-force condition for
membranes. It therefore has partial overlap with section 2.2 and appendix A.2.
2 Extended objects in N = 1 EFTs
Low-codimension extended objects are ubiquitous in EFTs. In particular, BPS strings and
membranes arise naturally in 4d N = 1 theories with approximate shift symmetries and F-term
potentials. Particularly interesting for our purposes are fundamental strings and membranes,
namely those whose tensions satisfy
Λ2 < Tstr < M2P , and Λ3 < Tmem < M2PΛ , (2.1)
respectively, where Λ is the effective cut-off scale. Such objects must be included as localised
operators in the theory, in the sense that they cannot be resolved within the EFT regime of
validity. In this section we review the description of these objects from the EFT viewpoint, and
in particular the field-dependent expressions for their tensions and physical charges obtained in
terms of dual effective actions. Such expressions directly lead to identities which, at least naively,
can be interpreted as no-force conditions among extended objects of equal charge. They also
allow one to characterise fundamental objects as those with mild backreaction effects compared
to Λ. In fact, for low-codimension objects the notions of tension and mild backreaction are
subtle. Therefore, some of the statements made in this section can only be made precise after
our discussion in section 3.
4
2.1 Strings and membranes in four dimensions
The standard 4d N = 1 bosonic effective action for a set of chiral multiplets {φα} reads
S =
∫ (
M2P
2
R ∗ 1−M2PKαβ¯ dφα ∧ ∗dφ¯β¯ − V ∗ 1
)
, (2.2)
with R the Ricci scalar, Kαβ¯ ≡ ∂α∂β¯K the Ka¨hler metrics and V the scalar potential. If the
latter is an F-term potential coming from a superpotential of the form
W (φ) = M3P fAΠ
A(φ) , fA ∈ Z , (2.3)
then the potential can be expressed via the Cremmer et al. formula as
V =
1
2
TABfAfB , (2.4)
with
TAB ≡ 2M4P eKRe
(
Kαβ¯DαΠ
AD¯β¯Π¯
B − 3ΠAΠ¯B
)
, (2.5)
where we employ the standard notation DαΠ
A ≡ ΠAα +KαΠA, with ΠAα ≡ ∂αΠA, Kα ≡ ∂αK,
and with Kαβ¯ the inverse of Kαβ¯. The superpotential (2.3) is quite common in 4d string
compactifications with fluxes, with the so-called periods ΠA(φ) being regular holomorphic
functions of the chiral fields, and fA the flux quanta. One may of course generalise the above
expressions to include non-perturbative corrections to the superpotential, as we do below.
In certain regimes, it is useful to resort to a dual formulation of the above effective action.
A typical case is when there are periodic directions in moduli space that are promoted to
approximate axionic shift symmetries. That is, for some fields {ti} ⊂ {φα} = {ti, χκ} with
periodic directions
Reti ' Reti + ei , ei ∈ Z , (2.6)
an approximate continuous isometry Reti → Reti + λ ei, λ ∈ R is developed for the field space
metric. Then each chiral field ti can be dualised to a linear multiplet, containing a two-form
potential B2 i and a dual saxion `i. The axionic shift symmetries on ai = Reti are made manifest
by a Ka¨hler potential K that only depends on the saxionic components si ≡ Imti. We then
have that the dual variables are defined as
`i = −1
2
∂K
∂si
, H3 i = dB2 i = −M2P Gij ∗4 dRetj , (2.7)
where
Gij ≡ 1
2
∂2K
∂si∂sj
. (2.8)
The kinetic terms in (2.2) which are quadratic in the derivatives of the fields ti are dualised to
− 1
2
∫
Gij
(
M2P d`i ∧ ∗d`j +
1
M2P
H3 i ∧ ∗H3 j
)
, (2.9)
to which we may easily add the action of a 4d string, coupling to the two-forms with charges ei
Sstring = −M2P
∫
S
|ei`i|
√−h+ ei
∫
S
B2 i , (2.10)
that is, implementing the monodromy ai → ai + ei. From here, it is straightforward to read the
string tension and physical charge
Te = M2P|ei`i| , Qe = MP
√
Gijeiej . (2.11)
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In fact, it is in this dual formalism that the definition of tension and physical charge of strings
can be made precise, as well as the different interactions among them.
Similarly, one can give a dual description of flux quanta in (2.4) in terms of three-form
potentials A3 to which 4d membranes couple [22–24]. Doing it supersymmetrically is a subtle
procedure, but it can be implemented following the approach in [25–29]. Remarkably, it was
found in [28] that in general not all flux quanta can be dualised to three-forms. This obstruction
originates from different requirements, the most relevant for this work being that only a subset
of membranes mediate transitions consistent with the EFT UV cut-off Λ. The membranes whose
transitions are consistent with the cut-off form a lattice, dual to the lattice of dynamical fluxes:
ΓEFT =
{
Fluxes dualisable to 3-forms & coupled to membranes satisfying
Tmem
M2P
< Λ
}
.
(2.12)
We will come back to the above definition in section 2.3.
Once that ΓEFT has been identified, one can rewrite the superpotential (2.3) as
W (φ) = M3P faΠ
a(φ) + Wˆ (φ) , (2.13)
where fa belongs to ΓEFT and Wˆ can now include, in addition to the contribution of non-
dynamical fluxes, other contributions like those associated with non-perturbative effects. The
scalar potential (2.4) then splits as
V =
1
2
T abfafb + faΥ
a + Vˆ , (2.14)
where T ab is the restriction of (2.5) to ΓEFT, thanks to which it has an inverse Tab, and
Υa = 2MP e
KRe
(
Ki¯DiWˆ D¯¯Π¯
a − 3Wˆ Π¯a
)
, (2.15a)
Vˆ =
eK
M2P
(
Ki¯DiWˆ D¯¯Wˆ − 3|Wˆ |2
)
. (2.15b)
Assuming that T ab is independent of the fa,
2 we may dualise the potential term in (2.2) to
S3-forms =−
∫
X4
[1
2
Tab F
a
a ∗F b4 + TabΥaF b4 +
(
Vˆ − 1
2
TABΥ
AΥb
)
∗1
]
+
∫
∂X4
Tab (∗F a4 + Υa)Ab3 ,
(2.16)
where Aa3 are three-form potentials and F
a
4 = dA
a
3 the associated four-form field strengths. One
recovers the previous expression for the potential after solving their equations of motion
Tab(∗F b4 + Υb) = −fa , (2.17)
and inserting the solution into (2.16). In this formalism one can add terms of the form QI
∫
CI4
implementing tadpole conditions, with CI4 some four-form potentials gauging some three-forms
Aa3 [28]. In standard string theory examples these tadpole conditions read
QI = 〈f, f〉I +QbgI = 0 , (2.18)
2A flux-independent TAB follows from a superpotential (2.3) linear on the fluxes, and the latter is equivalent
to a canonical 3-form kinetic term F4 ∗ F4 (i.e. quadratic on its field strength) typical of a perturbative regime.
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with QbgI some fixed flux-independent quantity, for instance depending on the O-plane content,
and 〈·, ·〉I quadratic symmetric pairings on the fluxes. As shown in [28], ΓEFT must be such
that these pairings become linear after fixing the non-dynamical fluxes, a condition that can be
made compatible with the definition (2.12) in typical string theory examples.
In this dual framework one can also describe the action of a membrane with charges qa as
Smem = −2M3P
∫
W
d3ζ e
1
2
K |qaΠa|
√−deth+ qa
∫
W
Aa3 . (2.19)
A membrane implements the flux jump fa → fa + qa, with qa ∈ ΓEFT, directly at the level of
effective description, resulting in a potential which is differently defined on its two sides, as
depicted in Fig. 1. The membrane tension and physical charge are defined as follows
Tq = 2M3P e
1
2
K |qaΠa| , Q2q = T abqaqb . (2.20)
One can further extend the above supersymmetric formulation by gauging some two-form
potentials under the gauge symmetries of the three-form potentials, and correspondingly add to
the EFT bound-states of open membranes ending on strings [28].
Figure 1: A membrane inducing a jump on the fluxes, thus modifying the potential in the
different regions separated by the membrane.
As expected from string compactifications, the physical charge and tension of both membranes
and strings depend on the fields {φα} describing the EFT field space M. From the field theory
viewpoint, however, we are used to think of these values as dependent on the EFT cut-off Λ as
well. This observation will be central for the discussion of the next section and crucial for the
rest of the paper, as it will provide a vantage point to analyse swampland criteria.
2.2 No-force identities
Preserving part of the bulkN = 1 supersymmetry over the worldvolume of strings and membranes
leads to stringent constraints over their tensions and charges. As explained above, these ought
to depend on the bulk fields as in (2.11) and (2.20). We now show that this dependence is
related to some important off-shell identities. First, let us notice that (2.11) and (2.20) are
general expressions derived just from assuming N = 1 supersymmetry and shift symmetries.
Consequently, the following identities hold as long as the underlying EFT is supersymmetric.
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Indeed, one can easily check that the string tension (2.11) obeys the identity
‖∂Tstr‖2 = M2PQ2e , (2.21)
where ‖∂Tstr‖2 ≡ Gij∂`iTstr∂`jTstr, and the physical charge Q2e is defined as in (2.11). The
tension (2.20) of a supersymmetric membrane instead satisfies the equality
‖∂Tmem‖2 − 3
2
T 2mem = M2PQ2q , (2.22)
where we have denoted ‖∂Tmem‖2 ≡ 2Kαβ¯∂αTmem∂¯β¯Tmem and introduced the physical charge as
in (2.20). The detailed proof of the identity (2.22) can be found in Appendix A.2. Intuitively, it
can be understood as the Cremmer et al. F-term scalar potential generated by dynamical fluxes,
and then identifying such fluxes with fundamental membrane charges.
It is important to remark that the identities (2.21) and (2.22) directly rely on the bulk
N = 1 supersymmetry. On the one hand, SUSY constrains the kinetic matrices for the gauge
two- and three-forms as they appear in (2.9) and (2.16). On the other hand, it forces the string
and membrane tensions to acquire the precise form (2.11) and (2.20). As a result, the only
information about the extended object that appears in the relations (2.21) and (2.22) is just
their charge: the string charges ei in the former and the membrane charges qa in the latter.
Furthermore, both the identities (2.21) and (2.22) are realised off-shell, that is independently
of the point of field space, which may or may not preserve supersymmetry and not even be a
vacuum of the theory. In this sense, (2.21) and (2.22) can be regarded as tautological, as long
as the underlying bulk theory and the strings or membranes are N = 1 supersymmetric.
From the EFT viewpoint, the identities (2.21) and (2.22) entail interesting phenomenological
implications. More precisely, they may be interpreted as conditions for the balance of mutual
forces between two identical strings or membranes.
In fact, in a d-dimensional theory, given (p+1)-dimensional objects with codimension greater
than two, that is d− p− 3 > 0, it does make sense to define states asymptotically, where their
backreaction is negligible. We may then regard the states as classical sources, interacting among
each other. Consider, for instance, two identical p-branes, charged under the gauge fields Aap+1
with charge qa and whose tensions T (φ) depends on some real bulk scalar fields ϕn. They exert
to each other the following mutual forces per unit area [30,17]
Ftot =
ftot
rd−p−1
, (2.23)
with r their mutual distance and
ftot = F
abqaqb −Gnm∂nT ∂mT − (p+ 1)(d− p− 3)
d− 2 T
2 , (2.24)
where F ab and Gnm are the inverse, respectively, of the gauge kinetic functions Fab(ϕ) and
scalar kinetic matrix Gnm(ϕ). In writing (2.23) we have neglected possible contributions which
are subleading in the distance. A positive (negative) contribution to ftot means a repulsive
(attractive) force, and each contribution in (2.24) has a clear interpretation. The first one comes
from the electric repulsion between two branes, while the second contribution is attractive and
due to the interactions of the branes with the bulk scalar fields ϕn. The last contribution in
(2.24) is the gravitational one: for branes of codimension greater than two, gravity is always
attractive. Two identical objects satisfy the no-force condition ftot = 0, whenever the electric
repulsion is exactly balanced by their scalar and gravitational attractions.
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The promotion of ftot = 0 to a no-force identity for codimension-two and codimension-one
objects, like 4d strings and membranes, requires particular care. As will be explored in the next
section, these have a strong effect on the IR physics, resulting in the impossibility to define the
notion of asymptotic, free state. Still, one may include membranes and strings within effective
descriptions. In particular, as explained in Appendix A, under certain assumptions it makes
sense to compute an effective potential between two identical strings or membranes, as long
as the IR physics is not involved. Then, from the effective potential, one can extrapolate the
mutual forces between these objects.
In the case of strings, given the action (2.9), one can show that the total force between two
identical strings is given by
Ftot =
ftot
r
, with ftot = M
2
PQ2e − ‖∂Tstr‖2 . (2.25)
Thus, requiring the no-force condition coincides with (2.21). Comparing this with (2.24), we
recognise that two strings do not exert any gravitational force between each other [31–33]. The
balance of forces between them can then be achieved if and only if the electric repulsion, which
is mediated by the gauge two-forms B2 i, is compensated by the scalar interaction, mediated by
the dual saxions `i. The BPS-strings (2.11) do satisfy the no-force condition trivially.
Performing a field theory computation as in Appendix A.2 (see also [21]), we find out that
the net force between two membranes is constant and given by
Ftot = M
2
PQ2q − ‖∂Tmem‖2 +
3
2
T 2mem , (2.26)
and thus (2.22) can be interpreted as a no-force condition between two identical membranes. In
this case, some comments are in order. First, in (2.26) the gravitational force is repulsive [31,34].
Moreover, the gauge kinetic matrix Tab for the three-form in (2.16) may not be positive definite.
Therefore, the electric force contribution M2PQ2q in (2.26) may be either positive or negative.
The no-force condition that is read from (2.26) then tells that two identical membranes do not
exert forces between one another whenever the scalar attraction and the gravitational repulsion
are balanced by the electric forces, which can be either attractive or repulsive. Recall that (2.22)
simply amounts to the F-term potential generated by fundamental membranes, and that is why
the no-force condition for them is valid off-shell.
While quite suggestive, eqs.(2.25) and (2.26) rely on the assumption that interactions among
strings and membranes occur in an approximately flat background, see Appendix A. However,
the mere presence of these low-codimension objects substantially modifies the background
asymptotics through their backreaction. As we will discuss in section 3, to properly interpret
the identities (2.21) and (2.22), it is necessary to develop a precise EFT understanding of the
tensions and physical charges of strings and membranes.
2.3 EFT lattice of membranes
A direct consequence of (2.22) is that it allows one to draw a more precise understanding of the
lattice of dynamical fluxes ΓEFT, as defined in (2.12). Indeed, on general grounds, within an
EFT with cut-off scale Λ a membrane will be considered fundamental if its thickness is below
Λ−1. Describing such a membrane at the EFT level will only be possible if the typical bulk
energy scales characterising the membrane backreaction are below Λ. Needless to say, this must
be combined with the condition
Tq ≥ Λ3 , (2.27)
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or else the vibrational modes of the membrane will enter the EFT regime.
A natural energy scale regulating the gravitational membrane backreaction may be identified
with Tq/M2P. In particular, the jump in the trace K of the extrinsic curvature induced by the
membrane is proportional to Tq/M2P [35]. The trace of the extrinsic curvature can be considered
as an estimate of the energy scale associated with the slope change of the metric around the
membrane. By imposing the EFT requirement ∆K is small with respect to Λ, we get the
condition Tq/(M2PΛ) < 1 should be small enough, in agreement with definition (2.12).
Similarly, a membrane induces a jump proportional to ∂αTq(φ) in the gradient of the scalars
as one crosses the membrane along the normal direction. We can then take ‖∂Tq‖/M2P, where
‖∂Tq‖ was introduced in (2.22), as en estimate of the energy scale associated with such a
transition. The validity of the EFT regime imposes that this energy scale should be small
compared to Λ:
‖∂Tq‖
M2P
< Λ . (2.28)
Finally, a similar argument applied to the energy scale associated with the jump qa in the flux
quanta fa induced by the membrane leads to the EFT condition that Q2q/(M2PΛ2) should be
small too:
Q2q
M2P
< Λ2 . (2.29)
To have a consistent EFT description of fundamental membranes, (2.28) and (2.29) should
be imposed on top of Tq/M2P < Λ. However, in an N = 1 EFT the off-shell identity (2.22)
shows that these three conditions are not independent of each other: by imposing two of them
automatically guarantees the third one. Furthermore, as will be discussed in section 5.2.2,
under certain circumstances which are typically realised in string/M-theory setups, a membrane
counterpart of the WGC relation T 2q ∼M2PQ2q holds. Then one may obtain a single independent
EFT condition, say Tq/M2P < Λ, which is the one appearing in the definition of the EFT flux
lattice. This explains why the definition (2.12) captures the necessary conditions for membranes
to describe dynamical fluxes, at least in the string/M-theory examples analysed in [28]. In
fact, the discussion of [29] clearly indicates that, at least in string/M-theory models, these EFT
conditions can be satisfied by considering large distance regimes in field space and by restricting
to corresponding sublattices of membranes. In the next sections we will develop this idea and
relate it to the existence of asymptotic field space limits associated with string RG flows.
3 Low codimension branes and EFT RG flows
In this section, we discuss in more detail the EFT interpretation of N = 1 supergravity theories
coupled to strings and membranes introduced in section 2. This will provide an appropriate
conceptual framework to formulate possible swampland criteria for such extended objects, as
well as other codimension ≤ 2 branes in more general theories.
Indeed, as follows from our previous discussion, a straightforward extension of the usual
swampland arguments to electrically charged localised objects of codimension ≤ 2 is not obvious.
The difficulty is related to the fact that their presence strongly affects the asymptotic vacuum
structure of the theory. For such objects, one cannot naively identify tension, charge, and
associated extremality bounds in terms of some asymptotic fluxes, as usually done for higher
codimension black branes.
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These difficulties, however, are overcome if one considers these codimension ≤ 2 branes as
localised operators entering the EFT, rather than as states of a given vacuum sector of the
theory, and then use the complete bulk-plus-brane EFT to study the low-energy dynamics of
the complete system. In fact, as long as the corresponding gauge field is part of the elementary
degrees of freedom, the completeness criterion [36] requires the introduction of the corresponding
charged brane operators. From this perspective, any swampland criterion for codimension ≤ 2
branes should be directly formulated in terms of the corresponding contribution to the EFT.
Needless to say, they may have important physical implications.
Let us consider a d-dimensional bulk EFT that contains a set of scalars φα and their super-
symmetric partners. Then, just by diffeomorphism invariance, the leading bosonic contribution
of a charged p-brane to the EFT takes the form3
−
∫
dp+1ξ T (φ)√−h+ e
∫
Bp+1 , (3.1)
where
√−h is the induced volume density, T (φ) represents the tension of the brane, and e is its
quantised charge. In fact, we will consider the dependence of the tension T (φ) on the scalars as
completely fixed by supersymmetry, as in the four-dimensional models described in section 2.
Of course, we are assuming that (3.1) can be treated in the semiclassical EFT regime. So, the
relevant time and length scales describing the dynamics of the brane should be large compared
to Λ−1. Furthermore, consider for instance a(n unstable) configuration in which a p-brane
is rolled to form a p-sphere Sp of radius which is of the same order of the UV length-scale,
L ∼ Λ−1. The corresponding mass M∗ would be of order T Λ−p. This would be compatible with
the semiclassical EFT regime only for M∗ ≥ Λ, from which we obtain the EFT lower bound
T ≥ Λp+1 , (3.2)
on the p-brane tension. For fundamental strings this reduces to the bound TF1 ∼ 1α′ ≥ Λ2,
familiar for the UV cut-off scale of ten-dimensional supergravity seen as an EFT of string theory.
Now, it is important to realise that a proper interpretation of the brane contribution (3.1)
requires some care, in particular for codimension ≤ 2 branes. Indeed, in general, a brane
(classically) backreacts on the underlying geometry and, furthermore, this backreaction typically
diverges on the brane. So, at first sight it seems that, once one tries to take into account
the brane’s backreaction, the localised terms (3.1) do not make sense anymore. However, as
emphasised for instance in [13,37], terms of the form (3.1) make perfect sense even after their
backreaction is taken into account, as long as we appropriately interpret them in the general
framework of EFTs [38]: the brane couplings should be regarded as defined at the EFT cut-off
scale Λ and the classical brane backreaction can be interpreted in terms of a classical RG-flow
of the brane couplings, in the spirit of [14]. In particular, the brane backreaction induces a flow
of the light scalar fields and then the brane tension T (φ) typically becomes scale dependent
already at the classical level. This observation will be of crucial importance in this paper.
For codimension > 2 branes, the background deformation induced by the brane typically
goes to zero at large distances from the brane. For instance, the scalar fields φα should flow, at
large distances, to their background values φα0 in absence of the brane. From the EFT viewpoint
of [13,37,14], in which one may identify the minimal accessible distance from the brane with Λ−1,
such a back-reaction implies that the brane couplings should be considered as irrelevant and that
T0 ≡ T (φ0) can be interpreted as the IR fixed point value of the brane tension, corresponding
to Λ→ 0. In other words, for low enough cutoff scale Λ, one can reliably use the brane action
3We neglect the presence of possible world-volume fields, besides the geometric ones describing the embedding.
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(3.1) in the probe approximation. In order to better estimate the maximal Λ at which the
probe-approximation breaks down and the RG-flow becomes relevant, one should look at the
backreaction of the brane, which generically depends on the details of the EFT. If for instance
one uses the Schwarzschild radius ∼ rS ≡
(
T /Md−2P
)1/(d−p−3)
to estimate the distance at which
the gravitational backreaction becomes relevant, then the RG-flow corrections are negligible and
the probe approximation is reliable as long as rS < Λ
−1, which is equivalent to
T < M
d−2
P
Λd−p−3
. (3.3)
More directly, the condition rS < eΛ
−1 is necessary for a black brane with finite horizon to be
described by a localised action of the form (3.1).
For codimension ≤ 2 branes, the story is different. While the above arguments imply that
the codimension > 2 branes are typically associated with irrelevant operators, codimension ≤ 2
operators can be associated to relevant or marginally relevant operators. This suggests that their
tensions and charges should be defined, in an appropriate perturbative regime, at a sufficiently
high cut-off scale Λ. The typical situation is schematically summarised in the following table:
Codimension Brane coupling
codim > 2 irrelevant
codim = 2 marginally relevant
codim = 1 relevant
(3.4)
To better elaborate on this point, let us go back to the strings and membranes of the N = 1
four-dimensional EFTs described in section 2.
3.1 String flows
We first focus on strings in four-dimensional N = 1 theories. Supersymmetry then forces
their EFT contribution to take the form (2.10) (excluding possible additional “non-universal”
world-sheet fields). For concreteness, let us consider the simple Lagrangian associated with a
single axionic chiral field t, with t ' t+ 1, and Ka¨hler potential
K = −n log Imt , (3.5)
which is ubiquitous in string theory models. Let us split t = a+ is, with a ' a+ 1 the axion
and s the saxion, assumed to be positive. From (2.7) one obtains the corresponding dual saxion
` =
n
2s
, (3.6)
and from (2.10) we see that the contribution to the EFT of a string of (integral) charge e > 0
under the two-form B2 dual to the axion a, is
−
∫
d2ξ
√−h T (`) + e
∫
B2 , (3.7)
with
T (`) ≡M2P e` . (3.8)
This localised source produces a flow of the scalars fields which, in the neighbourhood of a
straight enough piece of string, looks like [39]
t(z) = t0 +
e
2pii
log
z
z0
, (3.9)
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where the complex coordinate z parametrises the transverse string directions, z = 0 represents
the location of the string and t0 is the value of t at an arbitrary point z = z0. By setting
z = reiθ, we then see that a = a0 +
eθ
2pi and then the axion undergoes a monodromy a→ a+ e
around z = 0, while the saxion flows in the radial direction as follows
s(r) = s0 − e
2pi
log
r
r0
⇔ `(r) = n
2s0 − epi log rr0
. (3.10)
Since the string is located at r = 0 and `(r = 0) = 0, by naively plugging the profile (3.10) back
into (3.7), one would get a string action with vanishing tension, violating the EFT bound (3.2).
However, one should remember that a Wilsonian EFT, and then also the string tension, is
associated with a given cut-off energy scale Λ. Hence, by identifying Λ with a minimal distance4
rΛ = Λ
−1, in the spirit of [13, 37,14] it is natural to propose the following formula for the EFT
tension at a cut-off scale Λ:
T (Λ)
M2P
= e`(rΛ) =
ne
2s0 +
e
pi log(Λr0)
. (3.11)
The logarithmic behaviour is typical of a marginal coupling, as anticipated. The corresponding
RG-flow differential equation
Λ
d
dΛ
( T
M2P
)
= − 1
npi
( T
M2P
)2
, (3.12)
can be immediately integrated into
T (Λ′)
M2P
=
1
M2P
T (Λ) +
1
npi log
Λ′
Λ
, (3.13)
which can of course be obtained directly from (3.11). Reversely, given a certain cut-off scale Λ,
we may choose the arbitrary r0 to be the minimal possible one, by identifying r0 = rΛ ≡ Λ−1,
and write the saxionic profile (3.9) for r ≥ Λ−1 in the form
s(r) =
neM2P
2T (Λ) −
e
2pi
log(Λr) , (3.14)
which is clearly Λ-independent, if T (Λ) changes according to (3.12). As discussed in more detail
in [15], the tension renormalisation can be also identified with the renormalisation due to the
contribution of the energy density of the flowing scalar. So, by lowering the EFT cut-off Λ one
integrates out bulk high energy modes whose contribution to the linear energy density is then
reabsorbed into a renormalisation of the effective string tension.
The above interpretation of the string backreaction in terms of the classical logarithmic RG
flow of the string tension has important implications. First of all, given a certain T (Λ), we see
that s(r) starts from a certain initial value s(rΛ) at the minimal EFT distance rΛ = Λ
−1 and
then flows to smaller values for r > rΛ. Notice that in quantum gravity models the axionic
symmetries should be only approximately valid in the large field distance regime s  1 and
actually broken by exponentially suppressed non-perturbative corrections of the form e2piint,
for n ∈ Z+. Only in this perturbative regime we can trust the Ka¨hler potential (3.5). So,
the flow (3.14) drives the theory to a strong coupling regime s ' 0 in which the above EFT
description breaks down. This fact implies that the string localised operators can be interpreted
as marginally relevant.
4There are in fact logarithmic corrections to this relation [15], which do not modify the discussion substantially.
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However, if s(rΛ) is large enough, and then T (Λ) is small enough, the breakdown should
happen at an IR strong-coupling energy scale of order
Λstrong ≡ 1
rstrong
= Λ exp
[
−npiM
2
P
T (Λ)
]
. (3.15)
Hence, for small
T (Λ)
M2P
< 1 , (3.16)
the strong coupling scale Λstrong is exponentially smaller than Λ and the above flows remain
in the weak-coupling regime for large distances. So, if for instance the string forms a circle of
radius R & Λ−1, the backreaction is not expected to exit the perturbative regime as long as
R  rstrong. Notice that (3.16) is the four-dimensional string counterpart of the bound (3.3)
identified for higher-codimension branes.
According to the above discussion, given a certain EFT cut-off Λ = r−1Λ we can associate
s(rΛ) with the background saxionic vev on top of which we put the string. Hence, if we increase
the cut-off Λ, the string tension decreases and the corresponding background saxion s(rΛ)
increases. This guarantees that the EFT description in terms of a fundamental charged localised
string is self-consistent, since this would be possible only in the large s(rΛ) regime, in which the
approximate axionic symmetry allows for the dual formulation in terms of the two-form B2.5
Furthermore, we see that the bulk saxion s(rΛ) is driven to infinite distance as we increase Λ.
This RG flow should certainly stop at a maximal break-down scale Λmax '
√T (Λmax) at which
the string EFT condition (3.2) (with p = 1) is violated. Λmax provides a pure EFT upper-bound
on the EFT break-down scale, which may be in fact smaller because of some UV degrees of
freedom invisible in the original EFT.
So far we have considered just the simple one-field model (3.5). As we will argue in section
4, these features are common to a large set of fundamental strings, in settings with a richer set
of string charges. A more complete discussion of all these aspects will also be presented in [15].
3.2 Membranes
Let us now turn to the BPS electrically charged membranes described by (2.19). As in the string
case, supersymmetry completely fixes the form of Tq(φ) in terms of the bulk scalar sector. In
the EFT perspective of [13,37,14], the membranes can be considered as relevant EFT operators.
In particular, differently from the strings and from more generic higher codimension objects, no
singularities appear in their backreaction near their core. As a result, no dependence on the UV
cutoff Λ is needed in order to regularise it, at least at tree level. Correspondingly, one does not
need to regularise the bare tension Tq appearing in (2.20) by a Λ-dependent term.
The fact that a membrane acts as a relevant operator implies also that its effects typically
become strong in the IR. A natural coupling controlling a corresponding perturbative expansion
is given by the dimensionless combination
λ(Λ) ≡ Tq
M2PΛ
, (3.17)
which is clearly classically relevant, in the sense that it becomes stronger if one decreases Λ. As
argued in section 2.3, λ(Λ) controls the different aspects of a membrane backreaction. Therefore,
5In contrast, at large length scales the string backreaction enters a strong coupling region, B2 is no longer an
appropriate elementary degree of freedom and the description in terms of a fundamental string breaks down.
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it should be a good EFT perturbative parameter. From this, one obtains the following estimate
of the IR strong-coupling scale
Λstrong ≡ Tq
M2P
. (3.18)
It is interesting to compare (3.18) and (3.15). In the string case, we can write Λstrong = e
− pi
λˆ(Λ) Λ,
where λˆ(Λ) = Tst(Λ)
M2P
is the natural perturbative parameter entering (3.16). In the membrane
case, instead, Λstrong = λ(Λ)Λ. We see that, with respect to the string case in which Λstrong is
exponentially suppressed with respect to Λ, the EFT membrane description breaks down quite
quickly as one lowers Λ.
The effective coupling λ(Λ) is defined by using the ‘bare’ membrane tension Tq, given by the
value of the bulk fields at the membrane location. Therefore, given our discussion in section 3.1,
one may wonder whether one could arrive to a different conclusion by starting from an effective
tension which includes some additional running effect due to possible flow of the bulk scalars.
Locally, we may consider a membrane as flat, and located at the origin of a transverse
coordinate y. Since we are assuming that supersymmetry is preserved at the cut-off scale Λ, we
may then identify an effective scale dependent membrane tension T effq (Λ) as the jump of |Z|
along an interval ∆y = 2Λ−1 around the membrane:6
T effq (Λ) = 2
(|Z|y=Λ−1 − |Z|y=−Λ−1) , (3.19)
where Z ≡ eK2 W is the normalised superpotential, including also the flux-dependent part
generated by integrating out the three-form potentials. T effq (Λ) reduces to the bare tension Tq
used above if φα can be considered constant along the interval ∆y = 2Λ−1, since in this case the
variation of |Z| in (3.19) is only due to the jump fa → fa + qa of the background flux quanta.
This identification is stable if we increase Λ (without violating (2.27)) and then we can identify
Tq = limΛ→∞ T effq (Λ).
On the other hand, one may try to reduce Λ enough to see a non-negligible deviation of
(3.19) from the bare value of the tension, due to the running of the bulk fields induced by the
membrane. In particular, one may identify an effective coupling λeff(Λ) defined as in (3.17) but
with Tq replaced by T effq (Λ). Now, as we lower Λ, T effq (Λ) changes in a way dictated by the
flow of the scalars along the y direction. Around a straight enough membrane, one can assume
such flow to be governed by the BPS flow equations discussed in [40–42,27]. As we will show in
Section 4.3.2, these imply that the effective membrane tension flows as
T effq (Λ) =
Tq
1− α2 |Tq|
4M2PΛ
≡ Tq
1− 14α2λ(Λ)
, (3.20)
where we have introduced the (bare) dimensionless perturbative coupling λ(Λ) defined in (3.17),
and α2 > 0 is related to the growth of the central charge |Z| in the given asymptotic regime.
Alternatively, we may write down a corresponding flow for the effective coupling as
λeff(Λ) ≡ T
eff
q (Λ)
M2PΛ
=
λ(Λ)
1− 14α2λ(Λ)
. (3.21)
6We have chosen the orientation of y so that the jump of |Z| is positive as we cross the membrane in the
positive y direction and we have assumed for simplicity that Z does not change phase across the membrane. The
generalisation to other orientations and phases is straightforward and does not change the following discussion.
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Hence, it is clear that, along the flow7
T effq (Λ) ≥ Tq ⇒ λeff(Λ) ≥ λ(Λ) (3.22)
and, in particular, the effective coupling diverges at Λ = 14α
2Λstrong, rather then being just of
order O(1) as the bare coupling λ(Λ). Furthermore, we explicitly see that all the profiles (3.21)
and (3.22) are governed by the combination Λstrongy, which implies that all bulk modes excited
by the membrane are characterised by energy scales of order Λstrong. Thus, as anticipated, we
cannot see any important deviation of the effective tension T effq (Λ) from the bare one Tq without
entering the strong coupling region, in agreement with the above general arguments.
3.3 Interpreting the no-force identities
From our discussion on 4d string and membrane backreaction, one can infer some intrinsic
limitations of our previous interpretation of the no-force identities (2.21) and (2.22). Indeed,
the standard no-force condition for higher codimension objects sees the different terms in (2.24)
as the force induced by the exchange of gauge potentials, scalars and gravitons between objects.
The computations of Appendix A leading to (2.25) and (2.26) take the same viewpoint, with
the assumption that the exchange of particles is made on top of a Minkowski background metric.
This latter assumption, completely justified for long-range forces between higher codimension
objects, is very restrictive for strings and membranes.
As we have seen, the backreaction of strings grows as we separate from their core, and
becomes singular when we reach the distance rstrong = Λ
−1
strong given by (3.15). The same occurs
for membranes, with now the much shorter distance given by (3.18). Therefore, unless two
strings or membranes are located at distances much smaller than rstrong, their backreaction will
be significant, and the assumption made in Appendix A will not hold. Note that the obstruction
to apply such a field theory computation not only amounts to implement the exchange of modes
depicted in figures 8 and 9 in a curved background, but it is more dramatic. Indeed, let us
consider the case of the string backreaction (3.9). As we proceed away from the string core, the
saxion s flows to smaller and smaller values, such that at some point the axionic shift symmetry
of its axionic partner is badly broken by non-perturbative effects of the form e2piint, n ∈ N. At
this point, it does not make sense to dualise the saxion as in (2.7), or to consider a two-form B2
dual to the axion a. Therefore, the expressions for the string tension and the physical charge
given by (2.11) lose meaning, just as the whole perturbative approach behind figure 8.
These difficulties are partially overcome if one interprets (2.21) and (2.22) from the EFT
perspective discussed in this section. With such a prescription, Tstr must be understood as the
tension evaluated at the cut-off scale Λ. This is well-defined independently of the separation
between strings, and in fact its computation depends on the neighbourhood of each string core.
In this neighbourhood, the axionic shift symmetry is recovered, and so it makes sense to perform
the dualisation (2.7) and to describe the electric coupling of the string to B2. As such one may
define the physical charge Qe at the cut-off scale by evaluating (2.11) at a distance Λ−1 from the
string core. Finally, because the identity (2.21) holds off-shell it will be valid along the whole
string flow, up to the cut-off scale. In particular, it will be independent of where we locate the
string, and the same applies if we have a more complicated multi-string solution (see e.g. [15]),
as long as we remain within the perturbative regime. In this sense, one can interpret (2.21) as a
balance between string forces at distances which are larger than Λ−1 but smaller than Λ−1strong,
so that the perturbative description can be applied. Similar comments hold for Tmem and Qq.
7Note that (3.22) holds for general BPS flows activated by membranes [27], since it follows from the monotonic
behaviour of |Z| [42, 27] along the flow.
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4 Strings and Membranes in asymptotic limits
Understanding the classical RG flow of strings and membranes in terms of their backreaction
brings us to the question of which different kinds of backreaction there are, and what do they
imply in terms of the physics of extended objects. In this section we will address this question
for both strings and membranes, finding that the different backreaction behaviours are classified
in terms of the lattices of string and membrane charges.
In the case of strings, a subcone of 12BPS charges dubbed CEFTS corresponds to the fundamental
axionic strings of the theory. Through their backreaction, the elements of CEFTS can also be
identified with the different infinite-distance, weak-coupling limits of the EFT. Along each
of these limits, the lattice of membrane charges ΓF splits into two: those that asymptote to
super-Planckian (Γheavy) and sub-Planckian (Γlight) tensions. The latter feature a well-defined
non-vanishing tension in the UV, and contain the lattice of dynamical fluxes ΓEFT defined in
section 2.1. As a byproduct of our analysis, we give explicit expressions for the different kinds of
string and membrane flows in terms of the discrete data of each perturbative limit. This will be
used in section 5 to link the physics of strings and membranes to different swampland criteria.
4.1 Physical strings and infinite field distance limits
As we have emphasised, the EFT description of fundamental 4d strings and membranes in terms
of their backreaction is necessary to fully understand the physics of these extended objects.
Remarkably, this backreaction provides very valuable information on the field space of the
unperturbed EFT, and even on its microscopic origin. In this subsection we will summarise the
results of [15] that are important for our subsequent analysis.
A clear example of this phenomenon is given by the backreaction of 4d 12BPS strings, which
generalises the one discussed in section 3.1. Consider a string transverse to the plane (z, z¯),
located at z = 0. Imposing 2d Poincare´ invariance along the directions (t, x) parallel to the
string leads to the following metric Ansatz
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 +M−2P e2Ddzdz¯ , (4.1)
where D depends only on the dimensionless coordinates (z, z¯). For certain 12BPS strings, it can
be shown that the backreaction on the fields ti is
ti = ti0 +
1
2pii
ei log
(
z
z0
)
, (4.2)
with ti0, z0 ∈ C integration constants. Here the fields ti couple magnetically to the string, which
is manifest by the fact that around it they undergo a monodromy
ti → ti + ei , ei ∈ Z , (4.3)
with e = {ei} the string charges. To derive (4.2) one assumes that {ti} belong to the moduli
space M of the EFT [39]. This implies that (4.2) is valid as long as we can neglect possible
ti-dependent superpotential terms. In particular, it can only be valid in a regionMpert in which
1
2BPS instanton effects do not induce a significant dependence of the superpotential W on the
{ti}. Since generically we expect such contributions to occur [43], the solution (4.2) can be
trustable in a region where the instanton effects, whose strength is of order
O(e2piimiti) , (4.4)
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are sufficiently suppressed for appropriately chosen ‘instantonic charges’ mi ∈ Z. In Mpert we
can also consider the Ka¨hler potential to be invariant under continuous axionic shifts and go to
the dual description in terms of two-form potentials B2 i, as reviewed in section 2. In this dual
picture, 12BPS strings correspond to the localised electrically charged couplings (2.10), evaluated
at the cut-off scale Λ of their flow.
In general, one may assume that ti0 appearing in (4.2) belongs toMpert, and see how far the
string solution can be extended. For this, it is useful to decompose ti into axionic and saxionic
pieces, namely as ti = ai + isi, and write z = reiθ so that (4.2) becomes
si = si0 −
1
2pi
ei log
(
r
r0
)
, (4.5a)
ai =
θ
2pi
ei + const . (4.5b)
In particular, one may analyse how the saxionic coordinates si evolve as r changes, by either
approaching or moving away from the string. Notice that we can interpret (4.2) as a map from
C to the moduli space M, and so (4.5a) as a one-parameter flow in the saxionic vevs. By
consistency, as we move along this flow the physics should reproduce that of the unperturbed
vacuum at such point in moduli space, and by the reasoning of the previous section, also a
change in the EFT energy cut-off.
As in section 2 the BPS-ness of the solution implies that the string tension is given by8
Te = M2P ei`i(rΛ) , (4.6)
where `i stand for the dual saxions that appear in the linear multiplet description of the string,
and rΛ ' Λ−1 provides an estimate of the minimal distance accessible by the EFT.
Suppose that the saxionic domain is defined by si > 0 and `i > 0. Because Te ≥ 0, one can
assume that at least one charge entry ei is positive. Then, as we take r large the corresponding
entry of si tends to zero, reaching the deep interior of M. There, instanton effects take us away
from the perturbative regime Mpert, so that the classical string solution breaks down at large
distances from the string, similarly to what happens along transverse directions to D7-branes in
type IIB string theory, which can be described by the 8d counterpart of the model of section 3.1.
If instead we extend the solution towards r → 0 and assume that ei ≥ 0, ∀i, we obtain
si → si∞ = ei · ∞ , (4.7)
a behaviour that asymptotically drives the solution towards a boundary of M. If the string
charge e is such that eimi ≥ 0 for all allowed instanton charges m, then all non-perturbative
corrections to the superpotential will die off in the limit (4.7), and we will remain within Mpert
as we approach the string core. In fact, as 12BPS instantons are the leading non-perturbative
corrections, all effects breaking the continuous shift symmetry ai → ai + ei×constant should be
suppressed in such a limit. We dub these strings as fundamental axionic strings, because we
recover an exact axionic symmetry as we approach their location.
By standard quantum gravity arguments [44,45], we only expect to realise global continuous
symmetries at points of infinite distance in moduli space. As a result, EFTs that are consistent
with quantum gravity should map axionic string locations to points si∞ at infinite distance in
8We dub 1
2
BPS strings as those whose tension (2.11) satisfies (4.6), and preserve a particular half of the bulk
supersymmetry [28, 29]. Those preserving the opposite half satisfy Te = −M2P ei`i(rΛ) > 0 and are dubbed 12 BPS
anti-strings. For the latter the solution (4.2) must be replaced by an antiholomorphic profile.
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their moduli space, saxionic trajectory of the backreaction (4.5a) to infinite distance paths in
M. In fact, in light of the results in [46,19,47–50,18] it is tempting to speculate that all infinite
distance limits correspond to axionic strings. For instance, in refs. [19, 47, 48] each infinite
distance limit is characterised in terms of a monodromy, whose physical realisation in our 4d
EFT language is nothing but the discrete shift (4.3). In our setup, instead of acting on BPS
particles as in [19,47,48], this monodromy will act on BPS membranes, see [9] and below.
One can summarise this proposal as follows:
Distant Axionic String Conjecture (DASC): [15]
All infinite distance limits of a 4d EFT can be realised as
an RG flow endpoint of a fundamental axionic string.
The evidence for this proposal in string compactifications will be studied in detail in [15]. As
usual, most of the evidence comes from supersymmetric string/M-theory compactifications and
it is a non-trivial step to assume its generality without supersymmetry. However, at least for
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, one could argue that close enough to the string the EFT
is effectively restoring supersymmetry, so that the above arguments apply. The same argument
applies for any mass deformation of the theory if the induced mass is below the EFT cut-off Λ.
Examples of this are flux-induced mass terms for the scalars ti, which we will study in section
4.3, and also B2F couplings, in agreement with the scenario considered in [51].
Notice that the non-trivial statement of the conjecture does not come from assuming that
continuous shift symmetries are only restored at infinite field distance but from claiming that
there is always a continuous axionic shift symmetry being restored at every infinite field distance
limit. Arguments in favour for this as well as possible caveats and generalisations to codimension
2 objects in higher dimensions will appear in [15]. In this paper, we will only discuss its
implications in 4d N = 1 EFT’s.
One may compute the distance along a radial saxionic flow (4.5a) by first parametrising it as
si(σ) = si0 + σe
i, where we have defined σ = (2pi)−1 log(r0/r). For a given starting point si0, let
us denote by σ∗ the value of σ at which the flow reaches the boundary of the saxionic moduli
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space. Then the field space distance travelled by the radial flow is given by
d∗ =
∫
flow
√
Gijdsidsj =
∫ σ∗
0
dσ
√
eiej Gij(σ) = 1
MP
∫ σ∗
0
Qe(σ) dσ , (4.8)
with Qe the physical string charge (2.11), which along the flow can be expressed as
Qe(σ) = MP
√
1
2
d2K(σ)
dσ2
. (4.9)
For 4d axionic strings one expects that Q → 0 as σ → σ∗, because otherwise the exact axionic
shift symmetry would not be recovered at σ∗ due to non-vanishing instanton corrections.9 Also,
by quantum gravity arguments we expect that d∗ =∞, so the decreasing monotonic behaviour
of Q implies that σ∗ =∞. Furthermore, by taking the σ-derivative of the string tension (4.6)
and recalling the general definitions (2.7) and (2.8) we get
dTe(σ)
dσ
= −Q2e < 0 , (4.10)
which shows that, generically, the string tension decreases along its own RG-flow as we increase
the cutoff scale Λ. Finally, we can rewrite (4.10) in a slightly different way
Q2e
T 2e
=
d
dσ
(
1
Te
)
, (4.11)
so that Qe/Te = γM−1P with constant γ, if and only if T −1e scales precisely as T −1e = σ(γM−1P )2 +
const. This relation will be useful when discussing the WGC for strings, in section 5.2.1.
String flows with σ∗ =∞ do not occur for any string charge, but under certain assumptions
one can characterise this property in terms of discrete cones of 12BPS charges. Indeed, let ∆ be
a fundamental region of the saxionic domain in the asymptotic regime of interest, and let P the
same region expressed in dual saxionic variables. Then, the physical consistency of the above
description implies that both ∆ and P are cones and that ∆ ⊂ P∨ and P ⊂ ∆∨, where P∨
and ∆∨ are the dual cones of P and ∆ respectively [15]. Furthermore, let NZ be the lattice of
possible string charges in that region and MZ = N
∨
Z the dual lattice of instanton charges. Then
one can define the following discrete cones [15]
CEFTS = ∆ ∩NZ ⊂ CS = P∨ ∩NZ ,
CEFTI = P ∩MZ ⊂ CI = ∆∨ ∩NZ ,
(4.12)
where CS and CI stand for the cone of mutually BPS string and instanton charges, respectively.
For string flows generated by e ∈ CEFTS the saxions will be driven to the weakly-coupled region si∞
in (4.7) as we approach the string core, where all instantons in CI are suppressed. Differently, for
flows generated by e ∈ CS−CEFTS a finite distance boundary point of ∆ will be reached at a finite
value of σ∗, and there will be instantons with charges in CI−CEFTI whose corrections will become
significant before that happens. As such, 12BPS strings with charges on e ∈ CS−CEFTS cannot be
described from the viewpoint of a weakly-coupled EFT as in the simple model of section 3.1.
In particular, since the said instanton effects strongly break the shift symmetry associated to
(4.3), they do not correspond to fundamental axionic strings. Interestingly, this characterisation
of fundamental axionic string shares some similarities with the notion of supergravity strings
9One way to see this is by means of the axionic WGC, which reads Q Imt ≤MP for the case of one axion, so
taking Imt→∞ implies that Q → 0. A similar statement holds in the presence of more axions, see e.g. [52–55].
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of [56], used to constrain 5d N = 1 supergravity theories. It would be very interesting to further
explore this connection.
As said, for strings flows generated by e ∈ CEFTS one should have that Qe → 0 as σ → ∞
but still d∗ →∞. The simplest asymptotic behaviour that reproduces this feature is when the
physical string charge decreases like σ−1 along the flow, and therefore d∗ diverges logarithmically
as σ∗ →∞. In all string theory examples analysed in [15] this is the case, with the tension Te
displaying the asymptotics T −1e = σ(γM−1P )2 + const., with constant γ. This is due to a Ka¨hler
potential which asymptotically takes the form
K = − logP (s) + . . . , (4.13)
up to subleading corrections, with P (s) some homogeneous saxionic function of integral positive
degree. Indeed, in this case the dual saxions `i entering the string tension (2.11) decrease as
(si)−1 along the trajectory, from where the statement follows. We will dub non-degenerate string
flows those in which P (s) becomes a monomial very close to the string core, and degenerate
those where this approximation does not hold. In this work we will only consider non-degenerate
flows, leaving the discussion of non-degenerate ones for [15]. To simplify our discussion we will
also assume that the saxionic domain ∆ is a simplicial cone defined by si > 0, and that CEFTS is
generated as a positive sum eIvI of linearly independent vectors vI that match the number of
axions of the theory. The strings that correspond to the generators vI will be dubbed elementary
axionic strings, since their charges cannot be decomposed as positive linear combinations of
other charges in CEFTS . We refer the reader to [15] for a more general discussion.
4.2 Membranes ending on strings
We have defined the perturbative regions of our EFT as those in which the saxionic variables
si ≡ Imti are large within their domain ∆. Alternatively, one can describe this regime in terms
of the complex variables e2pii t
i
, which make manifest the toric structure of the asymptotic moduli
space [15]. Assuming a simplicial saxionic domain ∆ = {si > 0}, the loci Di = {e2piiti = 0} are
asymptotic divisors in field space, associated with each perturbative limit. As discussed above,
we expect that each of these limits is associated to the RG flow of a string becoming tensionless,
such that the periodicity
ti ' ti + 1 (4.14)
is extended to approximate continuous shift symmetries of the Ka¨hler potential, while only the
discrete shift ti → ti + 1 is exactly preserved as it corresponds to a gauge redundancy. As in
all known string theory examples, we will assume that in the perturbative regime the leading
contribution to the Ka¨hler potential takes the form (4.13). It is then easy to see that the divisors
Di are located at infinite distance in field space, as expected.
On top of non-perturbative effects, the continuous shift symmetry can also be broken by a
fluxed-induced superpotential, which in perturbative regimes is of the form (2.3)
W = f ·Π(t, χ) + · · · ≡ fAΠA(t, χ) + . . . (4.15)
where the dots denote non-perturbatively suppressed corrections by appropriate powers of e2pii t
i
,
and χ denotes the complex fields that do not develop an approximate continuous shift symmetry.
Requiring that (4.14) is a gauge symmetry of the theory (that is, a duality) and in particular of
the superpotential, implies that the divisors Di can be seen as branch-loci of the periods ΠA(t, φ).
By encircling Di by a shift in the axion ai ≡ Re ti, we obtain a monodromy transformation
ΠA(ti + 1, . . .) = (Ri)BAΠB(t, . . .) . (4.16)
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which is then compensated by a transformation of the fluxes fA:
fA → (R−1i · f)A . (4.17)
These generate the monodromy group G : ΓF → ΓF on the full lattice of fluxes ΓF = {fA},
which is a subgroup of all the transformations that leave invariant the Ka¨hler potential. The
EFT will then be invariant under the combined transformation (4.16) and (4.17), that is
(ti, f) → (ti + ei, (Ri)−eif) with ei some integers. Guided by the monodromy theorem of
Schmid [57], we assume that the monodromy transformations are represented by quasi-unipotent
matrices satisfying
(Rmˆii − 1)mi+1 = 0 ∀i , (4.18)
with mˆi,mi some integers. The integer mˆi may be reabsorbed in a reparametrisation of the
coordinates ti, while mi is upper bounded in string theory compactifications.
10 If mi ≥ 1, the
monodromy is of infinite order, and we can always define a nilpotent operator Ni ≡ logRi whose
nilpotency order is precisely mi.
Note that the axion shifts (4.14) are precisely those in (4.3) describing elementary axionic
string charges, and that the latter can be identified with the divisors Di. The difference
with respect to our previous analysis is that now such axions appear in the superpotential
(4.15) through the periods ΠA(t, χ), and therefore in the F-term scalar potential. Under these
circumstances, the axionic string solution of section 4.1 is no longer valid, and a membrane
must end on such a string to render the configuration consistent. Indeed, as we know when
moving around a string of charges ei, the axions change as a
i → ai + ei. In the presence of
fluxes, this does not correspond to the same point in field space, whenever the monodromy Reii
acts non-trivially in the flux vector fA. In this case the string is considered anomalous, and
the problem is solved by inserting a membrane of charge qA = (R−eii − 1)ABfB ending on the
string. Hence, when moving around the string, we are also crossing a domain wall, and the EFT
remains invariant.11
The fact that membranes can break by generating holes associated to the strings signals that
the corresponding 3-form gauge fields are becoming massive because of the interaction with the
axions, which spontaneously break the gauge symmetry of the 3-forms. This is particularly easy
to see in the case in which the monodromy generators Ni have nilpotency order one, since in
that case we can reabsorb the axionic shift by crossing a single membrane, or several copies of it.
Restricting ourselves to the lattice ΓEFT, such a configuration is captured by the gauging [61]
L ⊃ |dB2 i + ca iCa3 |2 , (4.19)
which can be obtained by supersymmetrically dualising fluxes and axions simultaneously [28,29].
Gauge invariance requires the following transformation
Ca3 → Ca3 + dΛa2 , Bi2 → B2 i − ca iΛa2 , (4.20)
which signals that the 2-form is gauged. The gauge invariant Wilson surface operator is given by
ei
∫
S
B2 i + qa
∫
W
Ca3 , (4.21)
10In typical string theory examples based on Calabi-Yau compactifications, this integer mi is upper bounded
by the dimension of the internal space. For instance, as explained in [19,47,48,58,59], in Calabi–Yau manifolds
CYD one can have mi = 0, 1, . . . D. More generally, it is bounded by the weight of the Hodge structure.
11In string theory compactifications, the lack of gauge invariance is seen microscopically as a Freed-Witten
anomaly induced on the string by the presence of fluxes [60,24], which is cured by the membrane ending on it.
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with qa = ca ie
i and S = ∂W. The case of higher nilpotency order is trickier since it is not
possible to write an Abelian coupling of the form (4.19) and there is no simple way of writing a
gauge invariant counterpart of the form (4.21), but the membrane charges should satisfy
qa = (e
−Niei − 1)abfb (4.22)
by consistency with the discrete axionic shifts.
As discussed in section 4.1, the DASC describes a one-to-one correspondence between
strings that belong to CEFTS and infinite field distance limits in the EFT moduli space. Each
string selects a perturbative direction parametrised by an RG flow of scalars generated by
approaching the string core. In the presence of fluxes, some of these scalars will become massive.
Correspondingly, some strings will become anomalous, and will need of membranes ending
on them to describe gauge-invariant operators. Since the strings corresponding to CEFTS are
fundamental, it is expected that the membranes ending on it satisfy (2.1) as well, or else it
would not be possible to describe a gauge-invariant localised operator. Moreover, this should be
true as we change the cut-off scale, and both the anomalous string and the membranes ending
on it vary their saxion-dependent tensions.
It was observed in [28] that the conditions (2.1) are indeed correlated for membranes ending
on strings, by looking at a few examples of string compactifications. In the following subsection
we will argue that this is a general feature, and that it can be seen as a direct consequence of
the DASC and general properties of the periods ΠA(t, χ).
As we will see, for each choice of string/perturbative limit, a different lattice of fundamental
membranes ΓEFT is selected by the flow of scalars. On flows generated by anomalous strings,
ΓEFT is such that the membranes in it can cure the anomaly, and so a gauge invariant localised
operator can be defined at the level of the EFT. In particular, ΓEFT will be non-empty whenever
the flowing scalars have a mass below Λ, so that this flow can be considered as a genuine field
space direction of the EFT. Note that if the mass of the flowing saxionic scalars is above Λ, the
approximations leading to the solution (4.5) are no longer valid, and the corresponding string
should no longer be an EFT operator.
4.3 Domain walls and EFT fluxes
Typically, in N = 1 string compactifications to four dimensions the EFT is under control in some
perturbative regime associated with some asymptotic region of the field space M. Generically,
the presence of a flux-induced superpotential comes together with the presence of membranes
describing dynamical transitions between different flux vacua. However, as emphasised in [28]
and further elaborated in section 3.2, the membranes entering the EFT are selected by the
perturbative regime, and not all fluxes can be promoted to dynamical variables for a given EFT.
In this section, we will explain how to determine the total flux lattice ΓF associated to each
perturbative regime, and how to identify the sublattice ΓEFT ⊂ ΓF of dynamical fluxes. Only
fluxes on ΓEFT can be promoted to 3-form gauge fields with electrically charged membranes
which satisfy the EFT conditions discussed in section 2.3. In particular, this guarantees that
the energy scales of the induced potential are compatible with the EFT regime. As explained in
section 3.2, this sublattice should contain membranes ending on the anomalous strings associated
to the axions becoming massive, to render the EFT consistent.
Throughout our analysis we will assume certain properties of the periods ΠA describing the
superpotential (4.15), like the Nilpotent Orbit Theorem [57]. These properties are based on
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the theory of asymptotic Mixed Hodge Structures [62, 63] whose key ingredient is precisely the
monodromy transformation (4.16). They are well-established in the context of compact Ka¨hler
manifolds and have been recently applied to test some swampland conjectures in supersymmetric
EFTs arising from Calabi–Yau compactifications in [19,47,48,58,12,59,64]. In [12] they were also
used to classify and analyse the possible flux-induced asymptotic scalar potentials arising from
N = 1 F-theory CY compactifications to four dimensions, although this machinery is certainly
not restricted to CY’s. It has moreover been argued that these algebraic properties are not
particular of certain microscopic EFT descriptions, but in fact inherent to the vector multiplet
sector of any N = 2 EFTs consistent with quantum gravity [59]. Our working assumption will
be that some relevant aspects of this statement also apply to the asymptotic regimes of the
N = 1 EFTs under consideration.
4.3.1 EFT Flux lattice
Let us begin with characterising the total flux lattice ΓF associated to each perturbative regime,
combining the results of [28] and [12]. First, using the Nilpotent Orbit Theorem, near the divisor
Di the periods can be written as
Π(t, χ) = et
iNTi Π0(χ) +O(e2piit) , (4.23)
with Π0 some period independent of the fields t
i. The perturbative part of the superpotential
can then be written as Wpert = e
tiNif ·Π0(χ). For later convenience, it is useful to define an
“effective” nilpotency order di ∈ N for each generator Ni, as
(NTi )
diΠ0(φ) 6= 0 , (NTi )di+1Π0(φ) = 0 . (4.24)
When expanding the exponential in (4.23) these integers di ≤ mi provide the highest power of
the fields ti appearing in the period. They also characterise the type of asymptotic/perturbative
limit and its singular geometry around the corresponding divisor Di, so they are usually referred
as the singularity type of that limit [19].
For simplicity, let us focus on the case in which there is a single complex variable e2piit,
which implies a single axion and therefore, a single nilpotent monodromy operator N . The
generalisation to multi-moduli limits will be discussed in Appendix B. By assumption, the
leading contributions to the asymptotic expansion of the Ka¨hler potential can be written as
K = −n log Imt+ Kˆ(χ, χ¯) + . . . (4.25)
up to subleading corrections in 1/Imt = s−1. Note that if the Ka¨hler potential can be written
as K = − log(ΠAηABΠ¯B) for some non-degenerate (anti-)symmetric bilinear form ηAB,12 then
one has n = d, so that the homogeneous degree of the Ka¨hler potential is fixed by the effective
nilpotency order d defined in (4.24). Nevertheless, in the following we will leave n as a free
parameter, to keep the discussion as general as possible.
Membrane tensions are given by the expression (2.20) and thus employing (4.23) yields
Tq = 2M3P e
1
2
K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
d/2∑
k=0
1
k!
(is)kNkρ(q, a) ·Π0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.26)
12This occurs for instance in the complex structure moduli space of Calabi–Yau compactifications, and also in
the mirror dual Ka¨hler moduli space.
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where ρ(q, a) = eaNq and the sum always involves only a finite number of terms, as N is
nilpotent. This nilpotent operator induces a monodromy filtration on the flux lattice constructed
from the images and kernels of N , which allows us to define a Deligne splitting of the total
flux vector space at the singular limit. This implies that the total flux lattice ΓF splits into
orthogonal subspaces13
ΓF =
⊕
r
Γr , −d ≤ r ≤ d , (4.27)
satisfying dim Γr = dim Γ−r and N Γr ⊂ Γr−2. As such, we can always find a basis of charges q
adapted to the asymptotic splitting such that the leading contribution to the membrane tension
behaves as
Tqr ' M3PT0(χ)ρr(q, a) sr/2−(n−d)/2 , (4.28)
where T0ρr(a) = N (r+d)/2ρ(qr, a) · Π0, qr takes values in Γr, and T0(χ) is constant along the
limit. Remarkably, this result works even for multi-moduli limits up to polynomially suppressed
corrections, as discussed in Appendix B. For the case at hand in which we have a single chiral
field, one can simply identify
r = 2k − d . (4.29)
Recall that the charge Qq (cf. (2.20)) of a membrane with a quantised charge q is given by
Q2q ≡ qaT abqb = ρaZabρb , (4.30)
with Tab the gauge kinetic function of the 3-form gauge fields, cf. (2.16), which can always be
split into a saxionic and axionic dependence as T (s, a) = eaNZ(s)e−aN [24, 12]. The leading
order behaviour of Qqr when qr takes values in a single subspace Γr reads
Qqr ' M4PQ0(χ) ρr(q, a)2 sr−(n−d) . (4.31)
The orthogonality properties of Γr in (4.27) imply Q2 '
∑
rQ2qr to leading order in the
perturbative expansion. As discussed in section 2, strictly speaking the 3-form kinetic function
is only defined for the dynamical fluxes of ΓEFT. Nevertheless, it proves useful to extend
the definition of physical charge to the whole flux/membrane lattice. Alternatively, one may
understand (4.31) as an asymptotic expression for the flux-induced scalar potential, which can
always be understood as the charge V = 12Q2 of a membrane interpolating between Minkowski
and a vacuum with fluxes fa = qa (see figure 3). In this sense, notice that all the axionic
dependence in (4.31) appears in ρ(q, a) = e−aNq. This is reminiscent of the factorised bilinear
structure found in [22–24] for type IIA flux potentials at large volume and with D6-branes,
which the above expression and its generalisation to multiple axions extends to other setups [12].
The mass of the axion and of the chiral field t containing it can be estimated by the prefactors
multiplying |ρr|2, and therefore varies asymptotically as MPsr/2−(n−d)/2, just like the quotient
Tqr/M2P. In general, a flux whose dual membrane’s tension becomes transplanckian in a
perturbative limit will generate transplanckian mass terms for several chiral fields in that regime.
Generically, the mass term for a arises from the linear terms on the axion in ρr(q, a), so it is
induced by a flux in qr whenever Nqr 6= 0. Relating (4.23) to the discussion of anomalous
13At the level of the corresponding vector spaces, the asymptotic splitting (4.27) can be derived in the context
of limiting Mixed Hodge Structures. In the perturbative limit s → ∞ one can define the inner product of
charges 〈qa, ∗qb〉∞ ≡ qaT ab∞ qb, where T ab∞ is the 3-form kinetic matrix T ab with the divergent saxionic dependence
extracted. Then a charge qr ∈ Γr satisfies (qr, ∗qr′)∞ 6= 0 only if r = r′. See Appendix B for more details
and [19,47,12] for explicit examples (to compare with these refs. replace r → `−D). A working assumption in
all these works is that the vector space splits also over the integers. For simplicity, we will mostly adopt the same
working assumption, which will be particularly relevant in section 5. However, several of the following results
hold more generally.
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strings in section 4.2, one can show that this happens whenever the chiral field t appears in
the string flow of an anomalous string. The anomaly is created by a flux qr, and a membrane
with charge qr−2 ∈ Γr−2 ends on the string to cure the anomaly, since Nqr ∈ Γr−2. The same
story applies if we look at those membranes that satisfy Tqr/M2P < Λ, or in other words to
fluxes that belong to ΓEFT. Such dynamical fluxes generate anomalies for certain strings, and
mass terms below Λ for the scalars that couple to them. Then, the anomaly is cured by a
lighter membrane which therefore also corresponds to ΓEFT, and thus one can describe the gauge
invariant string-membrane configuration can be described at the EFT level. It also follows that
a flux-induced scalar mass below Λ can only be generated if ΓEFT is non empty, as anticipated.
In order to determine the leading behaviour of the tension and charge of a membrane with
charge q, one first needs to span the charge into a basis adapted to the asymptotic splitting and
then sum over the different contributions using the asymptotic behaviour in (4.28) and (4.31).
From now on, we will denote as elementary saxionic membranes those with a charge qr which
belongs to a single subspace Γr.
For each perturbative limit, the splitting (4.27) allows us to separate the lattice of fluxes on
two sublattices, regarding the asymptotic growth of the corresponding membrane tension and
charge (or flux potential) in such a limit. We have that
ΓF = Γlight ⊕ Γheavy , (4.32)
where we have defined
Γlight =
⊕
r
Γr with r < n− d , Γheavy =
⊕
r
Γr with r > n− d . (4.33)
By construction, membranes with charge q ∈ Γlight are lighter thanM3P in the perturbative regime,
while membranes with q ∈ Γheavy develop a transplanckian tension, cf. (4.28). Equivalently, this
distinguishes electric three-form gauge fields with a small gauge coupling in the perturbative
regime (and therefore a subplanckian flux-induced potential) from magnetic fields with a large
gauge coupling (so a transplanckian flux-induced potential). It is then clear that charges in
Γheavy are excluded from the EFT regime. By analogy to the case of particles, where it is not
possible to have a Lagrangian description with both electric and magnetic variables, one is not
able to promote the fluxes to three-form gauge fields both for electric and magnetic ones. Now,
while Γlight naturally contains the EFT lattice defined in (2.12), one should not identify these
two lattices, since in general it is not sufficient to belong to Γlight to guarantee that the energy
scales associated to the membrane are compatible with the EFT regime. In fact, it turns out
that typically ΓEFT ⊂ Γlight strictly, as we explain in the following.
In order to describe a membrane within the EFT regime, its tension Tmem has to satisfy:
Λ3 ≤ Tmem < M2PΛ . (4.34)
As discussed in section 2, the upper bound comes from requiring that Tmem/(M2PΛ) is small to
keep the gravitational backreaction under control, and so the corresponding membrane belongs
to ΓEFT. Indeed, notice that even if Tmem < M3P (so the potential is subplanckian), this does
not necessarily imply that the Hubble tension Tmem/M2P is small compared to the cut-off scale.
We can use the tension of the elementary axionic string associated with t → t + 1 to
estimate whether the upper bound in (4.34) can ever be reached. As our limit is described by a
fundamental string we have that Λ ≤ T 1/2str , and in the one-modulus case Tstr = nM2P/2s. Then
the condition (4.34) implies that Tmem < M2PΛ ≤M2PT 1/2str , which in turn becomes
Tqr
M2P
∼MPT0(χ)
(Tstr
M2P
)(n−d−r)/2
≤ T 1/2str . (4.35)
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The second inequality can only be satisfied asymptotically if n − d − r < 1. The lightest
membrane comes from choosing k = 0 in (4.29), so it has r = −d. Hence, the backreaction of
the lightest membrane is mild only if n > 1. If the backreaction of the lightest membrane cannot
be controlled, neither can the backreaction of heavier ones, and so in this case ΓEFT is empty.
Figure 2: The flux lattices as determined by the energy scales.
We have therefore two regimes for the light membranes depicted in Fig. 2, depending on whether
the upper bound in (4.34) is satisfied (EFT region) or not. The case with n = 1 would be an
example in which ΓEFT would be empty as all membranes violate (4.34). In cases with n > 1,
either all light membranes satisfy (4.34) so ΓEFT = Γlight or only a sublattice of them does, so
ΓEFT ⊂ Γlight. In order to determine which membranes belong to the EFT lattice, we need more
accurate information about the cut-off, which can in fact be smaller than the string tension,
m∗ = Λ < T 1/2str . We leave to [15] a more detailed discussion of this point. For the purposes of
this paper, it is enough to notice that the EFT lattice is always a sublattice of Γlight.
4.3.2 Scalar flow for EFT Membranes
In four dimensions, membranes can be related to domain walls interpolating between different
EFT vacua. The charge of a membrane interpolating between two vacua with flux (ti, f) and
(ti,R−nii f) is fixed to be
qa = (1−R−nii )abfb (4.36)
by charge conservation. As already discussed, the low codimension of these objects make
backreaction effects away from the membrane significant, which means that they cannot be
freely inserted in an EFT without changing the asymptotic structure of the vacuum. This
backreaction can be understood as a classical RG flow as described in section 3, such that the
EFT eventually breaks down away from membrane. As we will see, this flow may lead the
scalars to a weak or strong coupling regime depending on the membrane charges, restricting the
sublattice of charges that can be associated to EFT membranes.
The starting point is the off-shell ‘no-force’ condition (2.22) satisfied by any physical charge
and tension of a membrane in a 4d N = 1 EFT. Notice that this is not the tension of the
physical domain wall but the bare tension Tmem of the localised membrane, which satisfies the
EFT conditions only if Λ is high enough. Taking into account the backreaction implies that the
tension of the physical domain wall changes away from the membrane location.
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Let us investigate the presence of flat domain walls generated by a single membrane with
charge q. Assume that the membrane is located at a point y = yˆ. The presence of the membrane
breaks the spacetime translational symmetry along its transverse direction y. A domain wall is
an extremal solution of the solitonic equation described by the metric
ds2 = e2D(y)dxµdxµ + dy
2 , (4.37)
where the warp factor depends only on the transverse direction and respects the SO(1, 2)
invariance along the directions parallel to the membrane. A BPS-domain wall is further
characterised by a solitonic solution that preserves half of the bulk supersymmetry.
In the context of N = 1 supergravity theories with a set of chiral multiplets {φα}, a
1
2BPS-domain wall is a solution of the following flow equations [65,66,40,42,27]
dD
dy
= −M−2P ζ|Z| , (4.38a)
dφα
dy
= 2M−2P ζK
αβ¯∂β¯|Z| , (4.38b)
where Z ≡ eK2 W and ζ = ±1 specifies the half of supersymmetry preserved, which is defined by
the projector condition (in two-index Weyl notation) [27,29]
 = iζeiθσ3¯ , (4.39)
with θ ≡ argZ. Notice that across the zeros of Z the argument θ discontinuously shifts by
pi. Hence, to have a continuous Killing spinor satisfying (4.39), also ζ must discontinuously
change sign. For monotonically increasing |Z|, the appropriate choice to preserve half of the
bulk supersymmetry is ζ = 1 [27,42].
Let us now investigate domain-wall solutions to the flow equations (4.38). We are going to
restrict ourselves to the perturbative regimes of section 4.1, selected by the string RG flows. As
in there, we define the perturbative asymptotic limit by a subset of these chiral fields ti = ai+isi,
i = 1, . . . , I, whose saxions si take large values (4.7), while other chiral fields χ are kept finite.
In the perturbative regime, the Ka¨hler potential is approximately invariant under continuous
shifts of the axions ai. As before, we may assume that it takes the asymptotic form14
K = − logP (s) + Kˆ(χ, χ¯) , (4.40)
where P (s) is a function of the saxions whose leading order term can be parametrised as
P (s) = sn11 s
n2−n1
2 · · · snI−nI−1n + . . . , with n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nI , so that nI is the homogeneity
degree of P (s). Assuming that ni − ni−1 > 0 ∀i implies that to leading order
Ki ≡ ∂iK = −ni − ni−1
2isi
, `i =
ni − ni−1
2si
(with n0 = 0) . (4.41)
More complicated cases in which some ni = ni−1 lead to the degenerate string flows defined
below (4.13), because then P (s) cannot be approximated as the same monomial on every path.
In that case, there can be several strings becoming tensionless in the asymptotic limit, see [15].
The general formula for the tension of the membranes is given by (see appendix B)
Tq 'M3PT0(χ, χ¯)
∑
r
ρr(q, a
i)s
rˆ1
2
1 s
rˆ2−rˆ1
2
2 . . . s
rˆn−rˆn−1
2
n , (4.42)
14The factorisation of the Ka¨hler potential on the fields ti and χκ is actually not necessary, see Appendix B.
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which for a single charge and a single saxion s reduces to (4.28). To simplify the notation, we
have defined rˆi ≡ ri − (ni − di) in the exponents of the saxions.
Applying (4.38) to the fields {ti}, we can study the flow equations for the saxions. These
can be simplified by employing the dual saxions `i, in terms of which they read
d`i
dD
=
2
M2P
∂
∂si
log |Z| . (4.43)
They are accompanied by the equations ddya
i = 0, which imply that the axions remain constant
along the flow. For simplicity, in the following we set ai = 0. We also assume that the scalars χκ
are fixed to the value χκ∗ that extremises |Z|, so that they do not flow away from the membrane.
The flow equations need to be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. Recall
that a domain wall has to interpolate between a vacuum on the far left of the membrane to one
on its far right. Therefore, asymptotically both vacua have to be reached. Furthermore, the
membrane itself imposes some gluing conditions for the fields and the warping. In fact, at the
location of the membrane y = yˆ one could set
D(yˆ) = 0 , (4.44)
and impose continuity of the scalars (ti, χκ∗), albeit their derivatives may develop discontinuities.
In order to get explicit solutions for the warp factor D(y) and the saxions si, one needs to
specify the covariant superpotential Z. For simplicity, let us consider the case in which we have
a membrane separating a Minkowski vacuum to the left, where the flux quanta are trivially
vanishing, i.e. fA = 0 which implies Z = 0, and a vacuum characterised by fA 6= 0 to the right
side. Then, the membrane charge becomes equal to the potential on the right, so
M−2P V =
1
2
Q2q =
1
2
Q2f = M−4P (4‖∂|Z|‖2 − 3|Z|2) , (4.45)
where we have used that Tf = 2|∆Z| = 2M3P|Z| = 2eK/2|fAΠA(t)|. We will refer to such
membranes that generate the full flux superpotential as generating membranes. We assume that
the potential (4.45) admits a supersymmetric extremum φα0 = (t
i
0, χ
κ
0) at which ∂α|Z|φα0 = 0.
Figure 3: A generating membrane interpolates between a fluxless configuration and a background
with flux f, with a potential V = 12Q2f for the latter.
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Let us focus on elementary saxionic flows, to illustrate the different behaviours of the RG
flow for membranes with only electric or magnetic charges. Recall that elementary saxionic
membranes are those with a charge qr ∈ Γr as defined in section 4.3.1, so that we keep only one
monomial term in the sum (4.42). In this case, the saxionic dependence of the tension satisfies
∂siTqr = Ki σ(r)i Tqr , (4.46)
where σ
(r)
i is determined in terms of the perturbative limit discrete data, as
σ
(r)
i = −
1
2
rˆi − rˆi−1
ni − ni−1 , (4.47)
where we have used (4.42) and (4.41), and rˆ0 ≡ 0. Notice that sign(σ(r)i ) = −sign(rˆi − rˆi−1)
because ni − ni−1 is definite positive. We can then see that σ(r)i > 0 implies that the saxion
si appears with a negative exponent in the asymptotic behaviour of the tension (4.42). Hence,
membranes with σ
(r)
i > 0 ∀i will be light (Tqr < M3P) along any path in the perturbative regime.
The flow equation (4.43) now gives
d`i
dD
= −4 σ(r)i `i . (4.48)
which can be easily solved as
`i = `
∗
i e
−4σ(r)i D , (4.49)
where `∗i is the value of the dual saxions at the location of the membrane. This shows that the
flow of the dual saxions `i is completely determined by the flow of the warp factor D,
15 which
in turn can be obtained by solving (4.38a)
eD =
(
1− α2 |Z∗|
2M2P
(y − yˆ)
) 1
α2
, (4.50)
where Z∗ ≡ Z(s∗, χ∗) and
α2
2
≡ −2
I∑
i=1
(rˆi − rˆi−1)σ(r)i =
I∑
i
(rˆi − rˆi−1)2
ni − ni−1 . (4.51)
In the last step we have used (4.47) which obviously implies α2 > 0.16 Recall that we have
assumed that the rest of the scalars χκ do not flow as they are fixed to the values χκ∗ extremising
the potential. We could relax a bit this assumption in the case in which they only appear in K
but not in W . In that case, the modification of the flow of the warp factor is minimal and one
can simply replace α2 → α2 + 2Kˆκλ¯KˆκKˆλ¯ in (4.50).
Finally, by plugging the warp factor solution into the flow of the dual saxions (4.48), we get
`i = `
∗
i
[
1− α2 |Z∗|
2M2P
(y − yˆ)
]− 4σ(r)i
α2
. (4.52)
Clearly, the direction of the flow depends on the sign of σ
(r)
i . If σ
(r)
i > 0, the dual saxion `i
will grow when going away from the membrane. The flow then breaks down at a distance
15Note that this is exactly the right dependence such that a probe string parallel to the domain wall and of
arbitrary admissible charges ei does not feel any force.
16We have conveniently chosen the symbol α to define this quantity as it will precisely correspond to the
dilatonic factor appearing in the extremality bound when studying the WGC in section 5.2.2.
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y− yˆ = 2M2P(α2|Z∗|)−1 = 4M
2
P
α2
T −1r from the membrane, where eD = 0. However, by assumption
our dynamical membranes satisfy the small Tr/(M2PΛ) condition, where Λ is the EFT UV cut-off.
Therefore the break-down of the solution is indeed at a distance large compared to the minimal
EFT length. This is consistent with the fact that such a membrane has an EFT description.
Indeed, `i →∞ at the strong coupling distance 2M2P(α2|Z∗|)−1 and then our weakly-coupled
EFT stops to be reliable before the singular point. The particular case in which the saxion does
not appear in the superpotential would correspond to set rˆi = −ni so that σi = 1/2 > 0.
If instead the membrane belongs to Γlight but not to ΓEFT, we still have σ
(r)
i > 0 and
Tmem ≤ M3P, but Tmem is larger or just slightly smaller than ΛM2P. Hence the flow exits the
perturbative regime already at a spatial distance which is smaller (or just slightly bigger) than
Λ−1. Hence such flows cannot be described within our EFT.
Conversely, if σ
(r)
i < 0, the dual saxions flow in the opposite direction, i.e. are sent to
smaller values `i → 0, getting deeper into the perturbative regime. However, we do not expect
to find any extremum for Z when approaching the asymptotic limit ti → i∞ and thus the
saxions will continue flowing to infinity if all σ
(r)
i < 0, reaching the asymptotic infinity at a
finite spatial distance y− yˆ = 4M2P
α2
T −1r . Membranes with σ(r)i < 0 ∀i are heavy membranes with
Tqr > M3P along any path in the perturbative regime. Hence, these flows completely degenerate
at a subplanckian distance and, since we are in a perturbative regime, no non-perturbative
corrections can come to the rescue. The absence of such an extremum indicates that there is no
solution for the heavy membrane. This further motivates that only membranes with charges in
Γlight might eventually be described as dynamical objects in the EFT.
We can easily provide the effective tension of the domain wall at some distance y away from
the membrane. By plugging (4.52) into (4.42) we get
T effqr (y) '
T ∗qr
1− α2 |Z∗|
2M2P
(y − yˆ)
, (4.53)
where we have identified the membrane bare tension with Tq = 2|Z∗| by matching this solution
with the left-hand side. Therefore, Tqr(y) always increases moving away from the membrane, as
anticipated in (3.22). The effective membrane tension in (3.20) is nothing but (4.53), from where
the identification of Λstrong in (3.18) follows directly. It explicitly shows that, even if the initial
values |si∗| on the membrane are large enough, in compatibility with the asymptotic perturbative
regime, si(y) vanishes at ystrong = (α
2Λstrong)
−1 where the effective coupling diverges.
5 Swampland conjectures for extended objects
Some swampland conjectures, like the WGC, constrain properties of the states of the theory.
Others, like the asymptotic de Sitter conjecture, constrain the form of the EFT action. When
referring to low codimension objects, all these conjectures get interlinked, as the 2-form and
3-form gauge couplings determine both the behaviour of the effective action of the scalars as
well the behaviour of the charge of the low codimension objects. One of the advantages of the
dual formulation of the EFT Lagrangian in terms of 2-form and 3-form gauge fields is that
we can translate swampland conditions on the axionic kinetic terms and scalar potentials to
properties of the strings and membranes. And vice versa, constraints on the charge and tension
of strings and membranes translate to particular behaviours of the scalar kinetic terms and
scalar potential. In this section, we will discuss these connections and show that the WGC for
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strings implies the SDC with an exponential mass rate fixed by the extremality bound, while
WGC-saturating membranes generate a scalar potential that satisfies the de Sitter conjecture.
5.1 Repulsive Force Conjecture
Given our EFT viewpoint on strings and membranes, we can consider the case in which the
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken and, at a lower cutoff scale, the EFT becomes non-
supersymmetric. In that case we expect no-force identities not to be valid anymore and, if at
such cut-off scale they still belong to the spectrum of possible EFT operators, one may formulate
a Repulsive Force Conjecture (RFC) for strings and membranes. By analogy with the particle
case [16,17], it is natural to demand that whenever the no-force identities fail identical strings
and membranes repel each other, resulting in the following inequalities:
‖∂Tstr‖2 ≤M2PQ2e (strings)
‖∂Tmem‖2 ≤M2PQ2q +
3
2
T 2mem (membranes)
(5.1)
Imposing these RFC at all scales will translate into non-trivial conditions on the underlying
N = 1 EFT. Let us briefly discuss several instances of such constraints.
Given a UV cut-off Λ, the scalar-mediated forces captured by the lhs of (5.1) should involve
scalars with masses m  Λ. Therefore, as we lower the cut-off and hit some scalar mass
threshold, the terms of the form ‖∂T ‖2 will lower their value, as some of the scalars will be
integrated out and will not contribute to the derivatives. A priori this automatically satisfies the
strict inequalities in (5.1), if their rhs does not change. However, one can easily see that in some
cases the RFC inequalities should still be saturated as we cross the threshold. Indeed, if after
integrating out some scalars the theory is still supersymmetric and its shift symmetries have not
been modified, by the arguments of section 2 and appendix A the no-force identities (2.21) and
(2.22) should still hold, irrespective if we evaluate them on a non-supersymmetric vacuum or
even off-shell. Therefore, by consistency the quantities involved in the rhs of (5.1) should vary
as well. The most natural possibility would be that integrating out scalars also removes string
and membrane charges from the spectrum, or in other words that it reduces the lattices CEFTS
and ΓEFT. In the case of membranes, this picture matches well with the definition (2.12) and
with the relation of ΓEFT to 3-form multiplets. Indeed, as seen in [28] such 3-form multiplets
account for the dynamical fluxes of the EFT and always contain scalars, so if we remove some of
the latter in a supersymmetric fashion we need to remove the whole 3-form multiplet, necessarily
reducing ΓEFT. Alternatively, if we take the cut-off below the supersymmetry-breaking scale
ΛSUSY, then we do not need to integrate out entire 3-form multiplets. In this sense, the RFC
above suggests that scalars could be integrated out without removing dynamical fluxes and their
corresponding membranes from the spectrum. For instance, one may consider the case where
all the scalars that couple to membranes get a mass around ΛSUSY or above, while part of the
membranes satisfy Tmem/M2P  ΛSUSY. Then, by integrating out such scalars one should get an
EFT with membranes which interact only gravitationally and electrically, and then repel each
other, independently of the value of their tension.17 Notice that this last scenario will not occur
if all the scalars that couple to a given membrane have a mass comparable to Tmem/M2P.
An alternative effect that may lead to a violation of the no-force identities (2.21) and (2.22)
relies on the breaking of the continuous shift symmetries assumed in section 2. This is particularly
17In particular, if the mutual electric forces are repulsive, namely Q2mem > 0, then integrating out the scalars
trivially leads to a self-repulsion condition. On the other hand, if Q2mem < 0, (5.1) implies that the gravitational
repulsion ought to overcome the electric attraction.
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natural for strings for which, as we have seen in section 3, lowering the cut-off Λ is equivalent to
flow to a region in moduli space in which non-perturbative effects start to become relevant. As
the derivation of the string no-force identity (2.21) relies on the description in terms of dual
linear multiplets, the string RFC inequality becomes non-trivial once that non-perturbative
effects are taken into account. When that is the case, corrections to the classical string tension
due to non-perturbative effects are expected, see e.g. [67, 68], and therefore to the lhs of the
string RFC. Therefore, to test whether the string RFC is satisfied one should compute the
appropriate form for the string physical charge in this regime.
A different manner in which continuous shift symmetries are broken is by considering
corrections to kinetic terms of the scalars that make them dependent on the background fluxes.
In string theory setups, such kind of corrections may for instance appear from warping effects [69],
or when higher-derivative corrections are taken into account in flux compactifications [70–73].
Because the flux dependence must respect the discrete shift symmetries of the compactification,
the dependence of the Ka¨hler potential on the fluxes must appear through the gauge invariant
combination of quantised fluxes and axions, that correspond to the quantities ρr in (4.31)
(see [22–24, 12] for more details). Hence, the kinetic terms will be axion-dependent and the
corresponding continuous shift symmetry will be broken. While the derivation of the no-force
identity (2.22) on Appendix A.2 does not rely on the existence of axionic shift symmetries in
the kinetic terms, the dualisation to a 3-form Lagrangian of the form (2.16) assumes that they
do not depend on the fluxes. A flux dependence on the Ka¨hler potential will necessarily modify
the expressions for the 3-form kinetic terms Tab, becoming non-canonical, and therefore the
physical membrane charge Qq. As a result, one would expect that the no-force identity (2.22) no
longer holds in non-supersymmetric setups, and the RFC for membranes becomes a non-trivial
constraint on the resulting EFT.
5.2 Weak Gravity Conjecture
The Weak Gravity Conjecture states that, given a gauge theory weakly coupled to Einstein
gravity, there must exist some electrically charged state with tension T and charge Q satisfying
QMP ≥ γ T , (5.2)
where γ is the charge-to-mass ratio in Planck units of an extremal black hole in that theory,
γ ≡ Q/T ∣∣
extremal
. It is usually an order one numerical factor, but if the theory contains massless
scalars, they can also contribute to the value of γ. In particular, whenever the gauge kinetic
function for the p-form gauge field has the form F (sˆ) ∼ eαisˆi in terms of the canonically
normalised scalars sˆi, the black brane solution is dilatonic and the extremality factor can be
computed [74] (see also [18,75,76,64]) to be
γ2 =
p(2− p)
2
+
|~α|2
4
, (5.3)
in four space-time dimensions. The contribution of the scalars is then purely encoded in α,
known as the dilatonic factor, which is a constant given by
|~α|2 = G
ij∂iF∂jF
F 2
≡ ‖∂F‖
2
F 2
, (5.4)
with L ⊃ 12F H2p+1 +
M2P
2 Gij∂si∂sj .
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The generalisation to multiple gauge fields can be phrased as the condition that the convex
hull of the charge-to-mass ratio of the states includes the extremal region [77]. For this, one
needs to define the charge-to-mass ratio vectors:
~z ≡
~Q
T , (5.5)
with ~Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . ) such that | ~Q|2 = Q21 + Q22 + · · · = qIF IJqJ = ‖Q‖2, where qI are the
quantised charges and F IJ the inverse gauge kinetic function. When plotted over the hyperplane
with axis defined by zi, the extremal region is a codimension one hyperplane. In the absence of
scalars, this extremal region is just a ball of radius γ. However, the presence of scalars modifies
this region and the shape needs to be determined by studying the extremal solutions of the
corresponding theory. Since the states will generically be charged under several gauge fields
with a different scalar behaviour of the gauge kinetic function, the simple dilatonic formula (5.3)
is not valid anymore. If the states have a tension linear in the quantised charges (as occurs
with BPS states), then this extremal region takes the form of an ellipsoid or a hyperplane,
depending respectively on whether the states feel any force among each other or not [75, 64].
These possibilities have been represented in Fig. 4. If the state has a charge to tension ratio inside
(outside) the extremal region, it is called subextremal (superextremal) and violates (satisfies) the
WGC. Hence, the particular value of γ in (5.2) depends on the charge direction ~z considered.
Figure 4: Extremal region for mutually BPS (left) and non-mutually BPS states (right).
The WGC has been tested in multiple string theory setups for codimension > 2 objects, as
e.g. particles in four dimensions [75,47,78,79,64]. The question that we are interested in here
is how to properly apply the WGC to low codimension objects, i.e. strings and membranes in
four dimensions, since the tension becomes scale dependent. Should then the WGC hold at any
scale or is it a constraint only on the UV or IR values of T ,Q? We have seen that, from the
EFT perspective, T must be understood as the tension of these objects evaluated at a given
cut-off scale Λ, which suggests that it is more natural to impose the WGC at the UV. This is in
contrast to the case of higher codimension objects where the WGC is typically imposed on the
asymptotic IR values of the charge and tension. This is not possible for low codimension objects
as their backreaction destroys the asymptotic structure of the vacuum.18 The perspective we
will pursue in this paper is therefore that the proper interpretation of the WGC corresponds to
impose that
Q(Λ)MP ≥ γ T (Λ) , (5.6)
18An analogy in terms of particles would be to try to define a WGC for a gauge group that confines in the IR.
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for any cut-off scale Λ, as long as EFT description does not break down. By varying Λ, we will
be probing the whole RG flow generated by these objects, or in other words the backreaction
of the physical objects. Notice that imposing (5.6) is conceptually stronger than requiring the
WGC to hold for strings and membranes in the probe approximation. This goes along with the
intuition that the WGC should apply to physical objects, i.e. upon taking into account the
classical backreaction inducing a non-trivial profile EFT for the fields. Since the scalar flow
forces the EFT to enter into a strongly-coupled regime at some distance Λ−1strong from the object,
we will only be able to check if the objects satisfy the WGC in the weakly coupled regime near
the string/membrane.
The generalisation to multiple gauge fields will again involve to replace γ by the corresponding
extremal region, which we require to be independent of Λ. Notice that not any BPS string
or membrane saturating the no-force conditions (5.1) will also necessarily satisfy the WGC
(5.6). This is going to crucially depend on the behaviour of the Ka¨hler potential. Hence, the
fact that the objects satisfy the WGC in the UV perturbative regime already yields interesting
implications for the EFT Lagrangian, as we will show later on.
Before getting into the details, a further comment is in order. The definition of the WGC
relies on the extremality bound for black holes, which is essential to compute the value of
γ. However, the notion of extremality becomes confusing when discussing low codimension
objects, as the strong classical backreaction makes impossible to have extremal asymptotically
flat solutions. So there are not usual black brane solutions of low codimension and we cannot
define extremality in terms of the asymptotic values of the tension and charges. However, there
is still a notion of extremality (and hence, a WGC bound) that survives:19 an extremal p-brane
solution is a solitonic solution to the flow equations which preserves the SO(1, p)×SO(d−p− 1)
isometries, i.e strings that satisfy the metric Ansatz (4.1) and membranes with a metric (4.37).
For instance, the metric Ansatz for membranes corresponds to that of a flat domain wall, so that
this type of membranes would be candidates to describe domain walls solutions if the scalars
reach a minimum of the potential when flowing to the IR. Extremality would then be associated
to flat domain walls with infinite area, while superextremal solutions would correspond to
bubbles of finite radius that expand allowing for non-perturbative transitions. Even if we cannot
guarantee the existence of the solution in the IR, we can show that they satisfy some good
features in the UV, in the sense that the extremal region is independent of Λ and reduces to
the value set by the dilatonic formula (5.3) for single-charged objects. To call it extremal we
also require that the flow equations do not break down in the UV regime where we can explore
them, by entering in a non-physical regime for instance, which will already allow us to discard
some cases for degenerate string flows. We believe that these conditions are necessary so we
will call these solutions extremal from now on, but notice that these conditions might not be
sufficient to guarantee actual extremality.
Since the flow of the scalars works differently for strings and membranes, we will deal with
both cases separately.
5.2.1 WGC for strings
Let us recall that the tension and charge of the EFT strings read
Te(Λ) = M2Pei`i(rΛ) , Q2e(Λ) = M2PGij(`(rΛ))eiej , (5.7)
19Analogously, the WGC applied to axions is missing a black hole interpretation, but still seems to be realised in
string theory. In string theory, we expect that if the WGC applies for particles, it should also apply to instantons
and low codimension objects, as they can be related by string dualities.
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where rΛ = Λ
−1 is the cut-off distance from the localised string, and we recall that `i ≡ −12 ∂K∂si
and Gij is the inverse of the of the 2-form gauge kinetic function, given by (2.8).
Although these strings always satisfy automatically the no-force (BPS) condition Q2eM2P =
||∂Te||2 = Gij∂`iTe∂`jTe, as anticipated they do not necessarily satisfy the WGC. This depends
on the specific form of the 2-form gauge coupling, i.e. the Ka¨hler field metric. We will now show
that the extra condition that one needs to impose to ensure these strings to be extremal is to be
weakly coupled, i.e. to have charges e ∈ CEFTS .
As we have seen, the RG flow of weakly coupled EFT strings selects a perturbative/asymptotic
regime in moduli space. If the string has charges ei, the following saxionic fields are sent to
infinity at the core of a string located at r = 0,
si = si0 + e
iσ , σ =
1
2pi
log
r0
r
→∞ . (5.8)
As mentioned around (4.13), in typical string theory examples the Ka¨hler potential takes the
asymptotic form K = − logP (s), with P (s) a homogeneous function of integral positive degree.
Possible perturbative corrections scaling with a lower degree under an overall rescaling of the
saxions are subleading close enough to the string core, since then we probe the regime of large
si. In the following we will assume a Ka¨hler potential of this form, even if the key results of the
following discussion do not depend on that assumption.
Let us first consider the case of an elementary string charged under a single 2-form gauge
field (i.e. a single-charged string). If there is only one saxion s, we can set P (s) = sn for some
n > 0. Then the dual saxion ` and the field metric take the form
` =
n
2s
, G`` = n
2s2
. (5.9)
In this case, the corresponding axionic string can be regarded as a dilatonic string [32,74] whose
extremality factor γ can be derived from the gauge kinetic function of the 2-form gauge fields
using (5.3) for p = 2:
γ2 =
α2
4
with α =
‖∂G``‖
G`` = 2
‖∂Qe‖
Qe , (5.10)
where G`` is the gauge kinetic function of the two-form B2 under which a string is charged, with
charge e. Using (5.9) we get that
γ2 =
2
n
. (5.11)
On the other hand, by plugging (5.9) into (5.7), the charge-to-mass ratio of the string satisfies
M2PQ2e = ‖∂Te‖2 =
2
n
T 2e , (5.12)
which indeed coincides with the extremality factor γ in (5.11). Hence elementary weakly coupled
BPS strings of this type saturate the WGC.
For multiple 2-form gauge fields B2 i there are several charges involved and one needs to
check the convex hull condition, as discussed around (5.5). The dilatonic formula is not valid
anymore, but we expect the extremal region to form a hyperplane in the space spanned by the
charge-to-mass ratio vectors. This is simply due to the fact that the strings are mutually BPS,
so that Te1+e2 = Te1 + Te2 . Since the tension is linear in the charges this will always form a
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straight line in the charge-to-mass ratio plane.20 If the single-charged strings Te1 and Te2 are
extremal, with factors γ1 and γ2, then also Te1+e2 will be so, yielding
~z =
~Q
T =
(γ1Te1 , γ2Te2)
Te1 + Te2
, (5.13)
which is indeed the equation of a straight line with slope −γ2/γ1 in the (z1, z2)-plane. Therefore,
once two extremal single-charged strings are identified, it is easy to draw the extremal region
associated to the charge directions in between. The elementary strings above can be used as
these reference points (with γ2i = 2/ni if the metric is diagonal to leading order along the flow).
Clearly, this can be trivially generalised to any number of gauge fields, obtaining a hyperplane.
An example
Let us illustrate this construction with an example. Consider an EFT with two saxions and
a Ka¨hler potential of the form:
K = − log(sn11 sn2−n12 ) , (5.14)
so that P (s) in (4.13) is an homogeneous monomial of degree n2. As already mentioned, this
monomial can appear as the leading order contribution when approaching an asymptotic limit in
moduli space along a non-degenerate string flow. To leading order the metric is diagonal, which
implies that zi = G1/2ii wi. Using (5.12), we get that the elementary strings have the following
charge-to-tension ratio:
zi|ei =
√
2
ni − ni−1 , (5.15)
with n0 = 0. The extremality bound is a straight line joining the two points (
√
2
n1
, 0) and
(0,
√
2
n2−n1 ), plotted as an orange line in figure 4. The charge-to-tension ratio ~z(Λ) of the strings
charged under both gauge fields is given by
~z(Λ) =
(√
2
n1
e1`1,
√
2
n2−n1 e2`2
)
e1`1 + e2`2
∣∣∣
r=Λ−1
, (5.16)
with `i(r) =
1
2(ni − ni−1)(si0 − ei2pi log rr0 )−1. These charge-to-tension ratios evaluated for a fixed
Λ have been plotted as dots in figure 5. They lie on the straight line and approach the UV
attractor point γmin when Λ→∞. Following a similar reasoning to the one used in [64], one
can see that whenever the field metric can be diagonalised, γmin is given by
γ−2min =
∑
i
|zi|−2ei =
∑
i
ni − ni−1
2
=
n2
2
. (5.17)
This result will be reproduced below from a different perspective.
20Consider two strings with tensions and charges (T1, Q1) and (T2, Q2). A string given by taking n1 copies of
the first and n2 of the second one will have a tension and charge (n1T1 +n2T2, n1Q1 +n2Q2). The charge-to-mass
ratio vector is ~z = (n1Q1, n2Q2)/(n1T1 + n2T2). When plotting all possible values of n1, n2 one always gets a
straight line in the ~z-plane of the form z2 = az1 + b with a = −Q2T1T2Q1 and b = Q2/T2.
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Figure 5: The charge-to-tension ratios of BPS strings in a two modulus limit with n1 = 2 and
n2 = 3, i.e. K = − log(s21s2). To the left it is plotted the charge-to-tension vectors (5.13), which
draw a straight line independent of the cut-off Λ. To the right it is plotted the charge-to-tension
ratio as we move along the flow, which is lower bounded by the extremality factor (5.17).
Notice that the charge-to-tension ratio of an individual string depends on Λ. However, when
plotting it for all weakly coupled strings of charges (e1, e2), they altogether draw a straight line
that is independent of the scale Λ. In other words, the charge to mass ratio Q(Λ)/T (Λ), although
field dependent, always takes some value lying on the line parametrised by the extremality
bound, and this value shifts along the line as moving along the flow. In the limit Λ→∞, all
points accumulate at
~z(Λ)→
√
2
(
√
n1,
√
n2 − n1)
n2
, (5.18)
with |z(Λ→∞)| → γmin. As we will further discuss below, this can be easily generalised to any
number of charges. Therefore, all EFT strings saturate the WGC bound along their entire RG
flow.
The minimal charge-to-mass ratio
The above example features a Ka¨hler potential of the form K = − logP (s), with P (s) a
monomial on the saxions, which is ubiquitous for non-degenerate string flows in string theory
compactifications [15]. Nevertheless, one may highlight the key ingredients of this construction
without specifying what the Ka¨hler potential is. This turns out to be useful in order to describe
geometrically the UV attractor point γmin appearing in the example above. As we will see, this
minimal charge-to-tension ratio will play a key role in the next subsection, when relating the
Swampland Distance Conjecture and the Emergent String Conjecture to the WGC for strings.
To develop this geometric description, let us define the rescaled charges
w ≡ M
2
P e
Te . (5.19)
From the discussion of section 4.1 it follows that this vector w belongs to the saxionic cone ∆ if
e ∈ CEFTS . For more general mutually BPS strings, such that e ∈ CS, we just have that w ∈ P∨,
where P∨ is dual to the cone P spanned by the dual saxions `i.
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We can immediately see that the w-vectors of all mutually BPS strings lie in the hyperplane
‘orthogonal’ to the vector ` ≡ (`1, `2, . . .) which is at unit distance from the origin, that is, the
hyperplane defined by
H` ≡ {w | 〈w, `〉 = 1} , (5.20)
simply because Te = M2P〈e, `〉. Hence, the EFT strings correspond to points in polytope H` ∩∆
while the BPS (but not necessarily EFT) strings correspond to points in the larger polytope
H` ∩ P∨. Notice that, as we change the saxionic vector `, the hyperplane H` rotates.
We can also split w into two components, parallel and perpendicular to the hyperplane H`,
respectively, with respect to the metric Gij : w = w‖ + w⊥, with Gijwi‖wj⊥ = 0 and
wi⊥ ≡
Gij`j
‖`‖2 ⇒ 〈w⊥, `〉 = 1 , 〈w‖, `〉 = 0 . (5.21)
Then, we immediately find that
M2PQ2e
T 2e
= ‖w‖2 ≡ Gijwiwj ≥ ‖w⊥‖2 = 1‖`‖2 with ‖`‖
2 ≡ Gij`i`j . (5.22)
Hence, the minimal possible value of the charge-to-tension ratio of the strings is given by
γmin ≡ 1‖`‖max , (5.23)
where ‖`‖max is the maximal dual saxionic norm for any string flow corresponding to CEFTS . The
same result can be obtained by adapting the results of [64] to BPS strings.21
One may connect this construction with the description of the charge/tension ratio in terms
of the vector ~z defined above, by identifying ~z = (z1, z2, ...) with the components of w = zAvA
in an orthonormal basis vA. Analogously we may expand ` in the dual orthonormal basis,
` = lAη
A, such that Gij = δABηAi ηBi . For each purpose some choice of orthonormal basis may be
more useful then others. Suppose for instance that ` has constant norm ‖`‖, as in the example
with K = − log[(s1)n1(s2)n2−n1 ] discussed above. Then, one can choose a basis vA in which
the components lA of ` are constant. In such a basis, the corresponding components of ~z move
along the fixed and moduli independent hyperplane lAz
A = 1, representing H`. This is indeed
what happens in the above example, in which we have chosen
v1 =
(√
2
n1
s1, 0
)
and v2 =
(
0,
√
2
n2 − n1 s
2
)
. (5.24)
Since `1 =
n1
2s1
and `2 =
n2−n1
2s2
, then we clearly see that l1 =
√
n1
2 and l2 =
√
n2−n1
2 are constant.
This is why ~z moves along a fixed and moduli-independent hyperplane.
Notice that the lower bound ‖`‖−2 is a constant if and only the Ka¨hler potential is no-scale
in the saxionic directions. Indeed, we have that Ki¯KiK¯ = 2Gij`i`j , so the no-scale relation
Ki¯KiK¯ = n is equivalent to ‖`‖2 = n2 . In string models, the asymptotic Ka¨hler potentials
typically satisfy this no-scale property for some n, and so we expect γmin ' γno-scale =
√
2/n.
21 In [64] it was proven that the charge to mass ratio of BPS states always form a degenerate ellipsoid with up
to two non-degenerate directions. It was also given a recipe to compute the principal radii of the ellipse in general,
one of them corresponding to the minimal possible value of the charge to mass ratio of light BPS states. To
borrow the results of [64] one just needs to replace the central charge by M2Pei`
i. Since this quantity is real, there
is only one non-degenerate direction (that is why the hyperplane) and the “principal radius” (the minimal value
of γ) becomes γ−2min = Gij`i`j which indeed coincides with the result obtained in (5.22) and reduces to (5.17) if
the field metric can be diagonalised.
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The bound (5.22) is saturated in the limit in which the normalised charge vector w coincides
with the shortest possible vector w⊥, that is, if and only if ‖w‖2 = ‖`‖−2. This obviously
happens whenever there is only one relevant saxion, simply because H` becomes zero-dimensional.
More generically, ‖w‖2 = ‖`‖−2 is satisfied in the asymptotic UV limit of EFT strings, in which
all saxions in (5.8) asymptotically flow homogeneously as si ' σei[1 +O(σ−1)]. To see this, let
us for instance consider a Ka¨hler potential whose leading contribution is of the form − logP (s)
with P (s) a homogeneous function in all the saxions involved in the asymptotic string flow:
P (λs) = λneP (s). In this limit the Ka¨hler potential is no-scale and then, as noted above,
‖`‖2 = 1
2
nI . (5.25)
On the other hand, in this limit we also have that, asymptotically
Te(σ) = M2P〈e, `(σ)〉 =
M2P
2σ
si(σ)Pi(s(σ))
2P (s(σ))
[
1 +O (σ−1)] = neM2P
2σ
[
1 +O (σ−1)] . (5.26)
Hence, from (4.11) it follows that
M2PQ2e
T 2e
∣∣∣
σ→∞
=
2
nI
=
1
‖`‖2 , (5.27)
which in particular reproduces (5.17) when applied to (5.14). This shows that, if we start from
any EFT string defined at a cut-off scale Λ, the corresponding vector w(Λ) identifies a point in
the polytope ∆ ∩H`(Λ). If we take the limit Λ→∞, any such w(Λ) moves along this polytope
and converges towards the shortest vector w⊥.
On the other hand, if we consider a BPS charge e which does not belong to CEFTS , then the
corresponding flow of ` as one approaches the string enters the strong coupling regime and
crosses the boundary of P at a finite σ parameter and field distance. This means that the
above geometrical description breaks down.22 Hence, only EFT strings will lie over the polytope
∆ ∩ H`(Λ) along the entire RG flow and reach the UV attractor point (5.27), which suggests
that only such EFT weakly coupled strings saturate the WGC bound.
5.2.2 WGC for membranes
From (2.22) it follows that the charge-to-tension ration of the EFT membranes is given by
M2PQ2q
T 2q
=
(‖∂Tq‖2
T 2q
− 3
2
)
, (5.28)
with Tq defined in (2.20). Here, we have already restricted to those membranes which can
be described in the EFT, i.e. with charges qa ∈ ΓEFT. As happens with the strings, not any
membrane satisfying the no-force condition (5.28) will automatically satisfy the WGC (5.6).
Extremal membranes are solutions of the form (4.37) that might potentially correspond to
flat domain walls separating different flux vacua if the scalars happen to reach a minimum of
the potential when flowing to the IR. Here, we can only study the classical backreaction of
the fields near the brane and require that the scalar flow (4.38a)-(4.38b) is well behaved in the
22At this point, the string tension can stay finite or even vanish, obtaining a tensionless string at finite distance
in field space. Since instanton corrections become important when this occurs, it is difficult to determine the
fate of the charge to mass ratio of these strings. But they seem to be examples of non-extremal strings. A more
detailed study of these strings will appear in [15].
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UV, but one should keep in mind that this is only a necessary but not sufficient condition. For
an extremal domain wall solution to exist one would need to follow the flow away from the
membrane and check that it does not break down before reaching a minimum for the scalar
potential.23
Consider an elementary saxionic membrane charged under a single 3-form gauge field, with
charge q. As explained in (4.46), these elementary membranes satisfy that
∂siTq = KiσiTq , (5.29)
with σi some constant parameter which can be determined in the perturbative regime to be
(4.47). Let us first consider the case of a single saxionic field s so that the Ka¨hler potential
takes the form (4.25) in the perturbative expansion. By replacing this into (5.28), we get
M2PQ2q =
(
2σ2n− 3
2
)
T 2q , (5.30)
This equation resembles saturating a WGC bound, but first one needs to check if there indeed
exists an extremal solution to the RG flow equations with this charge and this value of γ.
The RG flow of the scalars near the membrane was computed in the previous section and it
is given by (4.52). Recall that EFT membranes have σ > 0, implying that the saxion s decreases
when moving away from the membrane, leaving eventually the perturbative regime. Since these
membranes are charged under a single 3-form gauge field whose gauge kinetic function behaves
exponentially in terms of the canonically normalised saxion in the perturbative regime, we can
apply the dilatonic formula (5.3) to compute the extremality factor,
γ2 =
( |α|2
4
− 3
2
)
. (5.31)
The dilatonic coupling α can be read from the scalar dependence of the 3-form gauge kinetic
function Tqq corresponding to the charge q. Using (4.31), we get that it goes as
Tqq ∼ sr , (5.32)
implying
α =
‖∂Tqq‖
Tqq
=
√
2
n
r = 2
√
2nσ , (5.33)
where we have used the field metric (4.25) and replaced (4.47) in the last step. Hence, the
extremality factor is given by
γ2 = 2nσ2 − 3
2
, (5.34)
which precisely matches with the numerical factor in (5.30). Therefore, the EFT elementary
membranes are extremal, saturating the WGC bound in the UV regime.
If the field metric is diagonal, as occurs to leading order in the perturbative expansion when
following some non-degenerate string flow, we can still apply the dilatonic formula for multiple
scalars and read the extremality factor from the scalar dependence of the gauge kinetic function.
23It is worthwhile to mention that, in principle, it might be possible to get extremal solutions which are not
BPS if the potential (4.45) can be similarly written in terms of a fake superpotential such that there is a new
Z˜ = eK˜/2W˜ entering in (4.38a)-(4.38b) where W˜ is not the N = 1 but a fake superpotential. However, this
would imply to consider membranes whose EFT tension is not given by T = 2eK/2|faΠa(t)| and, therefore, do
not satisfy (2.22). Here we will neglect this possibility and consider only BPS extremal domain walls.
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From the general structure of the three-form kinetic matrix (2.5), upon using the asymptotic
expressions for the charge (B.18) in the appendix and (4.41) for the Ka¨hler potential, one obtains
|α|2 = ‖∂Tqq‖
2
T 2qq
= riK
ijrj = 8σ
2
i (ni − ni−1) , (5.35)
with n0 ≡ 0, which in turn implies
γ2 =
I∑
i=1
2(ni − ni−1)σ2i −
3
2
. (5.36)
On the other hand, the charge to mass ratio of an elementary membrane (5.30) generalised to
multiple scalars with a diagonal field metric reads
M2PQ2q
T 2q
=
(
2σiKiK
i¯K¯σj − 3
2
)
=
(
I∑
i=1
2(ni − ni−1)σ2i −
3
2
)
, (5.37)
so they still saturate the WGC. In the particular case in which all σ = σi are equal, this reduces
to γ2 = 2nIσ
2 − 3/2, with nI coinciding with the no-scale factor/homogeneity degree of e−K .
In order to check whether membranes charged under several 3-form gauge fields saturate
the WGC one needs first to determine the extremal region in the charge-to-tension ratio space,
as explained around (5.5). The simple dilatonic formula (5.31) is not valid anymore, but we
expect the extremality bound to form an ellipsoid in the charge-to-tension ratio plane. This
is simply due to the fact that the tension is still linear in the charges but the membranes are
generically non-mutually BPS, i.e. T (q1 + q2) 6= T (q1) + T (q2). This is analogous to the case of
particles and different from the case of strings of the previous section, where the extremality
region was a polytope contained in a hyperplane. In fact, one can borrow the results of [64] to
show that there are only two non-degenerate directions and determine the principal radii of the
ellipse in terms of the periods and the Ka¨hler potential. For a diagonal gauge kinetic function,
they can simply be computed in terms of the values of the elementary saxionic membranes, and
there is again (as for the strings) a minimum value of the extremal factor γmin corresponding to
the minimal principal radius. The diagonal kinetic function is well justified in the asymptotic
regimes of the moduli space, where the flux lattice splits into the nearly orthogonal subspaces
Γr as explained in section 4.3.1. Since the computation is analogous to the case of particles
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in [64], here we will only present an example to illustrate the key features.
But before discussing the example, a comment is in order. The scalar dependence that corrects
the extremality bound by generating α 6= 0 is in principle associated only to massless scalar
fields. However, the scalars here are getting massive by the presence of fluxes or, equivalently, by
the coupling to the 3-form gauge fields which induces a scalar potential. How is it possible then
that they still contribute to the extremality bound in (5.31)? The resolution comes from noticing
that the tension of the membranes is evaluated at the UV cut-off scale Λ so the scalars are
actually lighter (m Λ) and therefore “effectively” massless. This also implies that, as we flow
to the IR and hit some scalar mass threshold, the corresponding scalar should stop contributing
to α and therefore lower the value of γ. Hence, we expect the extremality bound to be constant
and independent of Λ only while not crossing any mass threshold. The situation is analogous to
24The main difference between this RG flow for the membranes, and the flow associated to black holes (particles)
is that in the latter a minimum of the black hole potential ∂Q = 0 can only occur at ∂Z = 0. However,
for membranes, due to the minus sign in (5.28), this minimum can also occur at ∂Z 6= 0 representing a non-
supersymmetric vacuum. We will comment a bit more on this and a possible correlation to superextremality of
the domain walls in section 5.5.
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the discussion about the RFC in section 5.1, and it has some interesting consequences. If, by
flowing to the IR, we reach some minimum of the potential at which all scalars are stabilised
and integrated out but the membranes still belong to the spectrum of possible EFT operators,
they should satisfy
M2PQ2q,IR = −
3
2
T 2q,IR , (5.38)
in which α = 0. Since Q2q = 2V , this is consistent with the well known fact that supersymmetric
vacua with W 6= 0 only occur in AdS space; with negative vacuum energy. However, it gives some
new non-trivial information: it is not possible to stabilise all moduli to get α = 0 at a de Sitter
minimum (with positive vacuum energy Q2 > 0). Of course, this result relies on assuming that
there are no additional contributions to the scalar potential apart from those associated to the
dynamical fluxes, which is not generically the case. As explained in Section 4.3.1, the full scalar
potential also involves the contribution from non-dynamical fluxes as well as non-perturbative
corrections. But still, it is quite surprising that, according to this interpretation of the WGC
applied to membranes, any EFT generating a positive contribution to the scalar potential coming
from dynamical fluxes would be inconsistent with quantum gravity.
An example
In order to exemplify the discussion, let us consider a simple case with two complex moduli,
t1 = a1 + is and t2 = a2 + iu, described by the Ka¨hler potential
K = − log(s3u4) , (5.39)
which implies that n1 = 3, n2 = 7. We include a superpotential which depends only on t
1 with
effective nilpotency order (c.f. (4.24)) d1 = 3 (so it has up to a cubic term). In the perturbative
regime s, u → ∞, the flux space splits into the subspaces Γr in (4.27) with r = (r1, r2). The
tension of a membranes with charge qr ∈ Γr is given in (4.42) as
Tqr = 2
qr(
r1+3
2
)
!
s
r1
2 u
r2−r1
2 , (5.40)
with ri = 2ki−(ni−ni−1) and ki an integer. Since we did not turn on fluxes involving t2 in the su-
perpotential, we effectively set k2 = 0 so that r2−r1 = −4; while r1 = 2k1−3 with k1 = (0, . . . , d1)
with d1 = 3. Thus, the possible values for r are (r1, r2) = {(−3,−4), (−1,−4), (1,−4), (3,−4)},
yielding four types of elementary saxionic membranes obeying (4.46) with
σ1 = −r1
6
, σ2 =
1
2
. (5.41)
The corresponding physical charges satisfy (5.37),
M2PQ2r =
1
6
(
r21 + 3
) T 2qr = γ2rT 2qr . (5.42)
Let us now consider composite membranes, whose charge is not the sole elementary qr as above
but some combinations thereof. For these membranes the central charge is generically given by
Zq =
∑
r
Zqr =
∑
r1
qr1(
r1+3
2
)
!
s−
n1
2 u−
n2−n1
2 (t1)
n1+r1
2 . (5.43)
It is important to notice that all the elementary central charges Zqr contributing to (5.40),
assuming null axions, are actually misaligned, with their phases given by θr =
pi
4 (r1 + 3).
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This translates in the fact that two elementary membranes generically cannot simultaneously
obey the supersymmetry preserving condition (4.39).25 Thus, the tension of such a composite
membrane is not the sum of the tension of the single elementary membranes (5.40), but rather
T 2q = (Tq(−3,−4) − Tq(−1,−4))2 + (Tq(1,−4) − Tq(3,−4))2 . (5.44)
On the other hand, the physical charge is given by
Q2 =
∑
r
Q2r , (5.45)
with Q2r defined in (5.42). In such a case, it is less immediate to define the extremality factor.
As an example, consider a membrane with charges q0, q1, associated to the lightest elementary
membranes, with tensions Tq(−3,−4) and Tq(−1,−4) . We can introduce the charge-to-tension vectors
~z =
MP
Tq (Q(−3,−4), Q(−1,−4)) . (5.46)
It can be seen that ~z draws an ellipsis, whose axes are specified by the extremality factors of the
elementary membranes as follows
1
γ20
(
MPQ(−3,−4)
Tq
)2
+
1
γ21
(
MPQ(−1,−4)
Tq
)2
= 1 , (5.47)
as depicted in Fig. 6, and it is invariant under the saxionic flow. According to (5.42), γ(−3,−4) =√
2 and γ(−1,−4) =
√
2/3, consistent with the figure.
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Figure 6: The charge-to-tension ratios of two non mutually BPS membranes.
5.3 Distance Conjecture
The Distance Conjecture states that, at any infinite distance limit in field space, there is an
infinite tower of states that becomes exponentially light in terms of the proper field distance as
follows
m ∼ m0 exp(−λ∆φ) , (5.48)
25Notice that in (4.39) θ is point dependent. Hence, generically, if two membranes are located at different
points, sufficiently far apart, (4.39) may be realised for both of them. However, the EFT description is expected
to break at long distances.
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where λ is some unspecified order one parameter and ∆φ the geodesic field distance. A lot
of work has been dedicated recently to check the conjecture in string theory and identify the
tower of states that becomes light at the different asymptotic limits of supersymmetric moduli
spaces [19,47–50,18,9, 68,64,80–83].
Since the vev of the moduli typically parametrise the couplings and masses of the EFT
description, moving in the moduli space usually corresponds to varying the parameters of the
EFT and exploring then the physics of different EFT’s. However, it is also possible to explore
large field variations within the same EFT, whenever there is some localised object which induces
a non-trivial profile of the scalars over the non-compact space. Examples of the latter include
bubbles of nothing, certain black holes and axionic strings, as studied in [84] (see also [85–87,64]).
This was dubbed as a Local Distance Conjecture in [84]. Interestingly, it seems that the EFT
also breaks down when trying to engineer large field variations in this way, although it is not
always obviously associated to an infinite tower of states becoming exponentially light.
Probably, one of the most characteristic examples of this local version of the Distance
Conjecture are axionic strings in four dimensions, which we have extensively studied in this
paper and in [15]. As we have seen, the backreaction of the string creates a non-trivial profile
for the saxions such that the core of the string turns out to be at infinite distance in field space
(si →∞ at the core of the string, i.e. when Λ→∞). If we were able to reach the core of the
string within the EFT, we would be probing infinite distances in field space! However, this
classical backreaction also implies that the tension of the string T (Λ) decreases as Λ increases,
and the EFT breaks down when this tension becomes smaller than the cut-off Λ. This will occur
at a scale Λ2max = T (Λmax), which acts as the new EFT cut-off. As we will show next, if the
string satisfies the WGC, then this cut-off Λmax decreases exponentially in terms of the proper
field distance, as the SDC predicts.
Consider approaching the string from a reference scale r0 to a distance from the core
given by rmax = Λ
−1
max. This induces a saxionic flow from s
i
0 = s
i(r0) to s
i(rmax) given by
si(r) = si0 + e
iσ(r) with σ(r) = 12pi log(r0/r). The proper field distance up to rmax, using (4.8)
and (4.10), reads
dmax =
1
MP
∫ σmax
0
Qedσ = − 1
MP
∫ σmax
0
1
Qe
dTe
dσ
dσ =
1
MP
∫ T 0e
T maxe
1
QedTe , (5.49)
where we have taken into account the fact that T maxe ≡ Te(σmax) < T 0e ≡ Te(σ = 0) since,
by (4.10), Te(σ) is always decreasing along the σ flow. Then, by imposing the WGC bound
MPQe ≥ γTe with constant γ we obtain
dmax ≤ 1
γ
∫ T 0e
T maxe
1
TedTe =
1
γ
log
T 0e
T maxe
, (5.50)
and then
Λ2max = Te(Λmax) < T 0e exp (−γ dmax) . (5.51)
Notice that this argument follows from the WGC bound MPQe ≥ γTe without any additional
condition on the Ka¨hler potential (apart from the approximate axial symmetry).
Hence, we obtain that there is an EFT cut-off Λmax < Λ which decreases exponentially with
the proper field distance. This is precisely the SDC along paths generated by axionic string
flows, with the tower of states corresponding to the excitation modes of the string. Therefore,
in this case the SDC becomes simply a consequence of requiring that the EFT strings satisfy
the WGC bound. Notice that the SDC factor λ parametrising the decreasing rate is now fixed
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by the extremality factor γ of the string. Thus, not only we recover the SDC from the WGC,
but we also get information about the unspecified parameter λ, obtaining
λ =
γ
2
(5.52)
so there are no more free parameters left in the conjecture!
The above reasoning shows that the SDC along infinite distance paths generated by axionic
string flows is a consequence of the WGC for strings. We may now invoke the Distant Axionic
String Conjecture (DASC) stated in section 4.1, namely that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between EFT weakly coupled strings in N = 1 theories and infinite field distance limits. We
then see that DASC and the WGC for strings imply the SDC, with a string associated to each
infinite distance limit and the exponential decreasing rate of its tension providing the SDC factor.
This moreover unifies the original and the local version of the Distance Conjecture. Finally, it
is compatible, and in some sense complementary to the Emergent String Conjecture proposed
in [18]. Indeed, in the DASC tensionless strings are ubiquitous, even there could be that the
excitation modes of the string are not the leading tower of states signalling the EFT breakdown.
While the proposal in [18] identifies such potential modes as a tower of Kaluza–Klein states,
the DASC does not restrict their nature. We postpone the aspects regarding the interplay of
other tower of light states with the string tension to [15]. In any event, we hasten to stress that
even if the string does not provide the leading tower, (5.52) can still be used to provide a lower
bound for the SDC factor, as the leading tower will necessarily have a bigger value of λ.
Remarkably, the correspondence between infinite field distance limits and string RG flows
also provides an interesting realisation of the Emergence Proposal [88,20,19,89], for which the
infinite field distance emerges from integrating out massive modes that are light with respect to
the Planck mass. For a fixed value of the EFT cut-off Λ, the moduli space MΛ accessible by
the EFT can be considered finite (see Fig. 7), since along the saxionic trajectories of infinite
distance we will reach a point in which Te(Λ) = Λ2 (denoted as Λmax in (5.51)) and the EFT will
necessarily break down. As we lower Λ and we integrate out 4d energetic modes, we will reach
this point at a larger distance, and so MΛ will grow. In the limit Λ→ 0, MΛ will asymptote to
the naive moduli spaceM, and points at infinite distance will emerge. Around these points, the
string couplings and the kinetic terms for the saxion coupling to the string will be determined
by the string RG flow towards the UV, which dictates the asymptotic behaviour of the system.
Figure 7: The moduli space MΛ accessible within an EFT characterised by a cutoff Λ.
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What can we say about the specific numerical value of γ? In the previous section, we argued
that the EFT weakly coupled BPS strings are extremal, so that the WGC is saturated. The
extremality factor is then completely determined in terms of the field metric or, in other words,
in terms of the dilatonic factor of the gauge coupling of the 2-form gauge field. As derived in
section 5.2.1, for elementary (non-degenerate) axionic strings of charge ei we have that
λ =
1√
2(ni − ni−1)
, (5.53)
where (ni − ni−1) is the highest degree of si entering in the Ka¨hler potential (see (4.41)). As
explained in the previous section, for strings charged under several gauge fields, γ becomes field
dependent as it is different for each direction in the charge-to-mass ratio ~z-plane. However, the
derivation (5.50) still applies if replacing γ by the constant value γmin defined in (5.23), which
corresponds to the minimal possible value of the extremality factor. We then get the following
universal lower bound for the SDC factor,
λ ≥ γmin = 1√
2nI
, (5.54)
where recall that nI is the no-scale/homogeneity degree factor of the Ka¨hler potential. Deviations
from no-scale could make γmin non-constant, but we expect these deviations to become subleading
when getting close enough to the string, as occurs when approaching asymptotic limits of the
moduli space in string theory compactifications. Notice that we could get a stronger bound if
we allow that it is not the same string the one becoming light along the entire RG flow. For a
given charge direction ~z, there is always a constant γ, but fixing the charge direction ~z while
varying the moduli implies that we also need to vary the quantised charges. Hence, there is a
stronger bound corresponding to an intermediate value between (5.53) and (5.54) fixed by the
extremal hyperplane, but it is realised by different strings at each point in moduli space.
The relation between the SDC factor and black hole extremality has also been studied
in [76, 18, 64]. Clearly, both quantities are related if the same tower that satisfies that WGC
also satisfies the SDC, which seems to occur at any infinite field distance limit that has some
gauge coupling vanishing at infinite distance [64]. The particular relation (5.52) can be derived
in fact from imposing that the WGC coincides with the RFC, in the sense that extremal states
feel no force among each other, as occurs for our weakly coupled strings. For the case of a tower
of particles, the requirement of having a small gauge coupling is stronger than the original SDC,
as there is a priori no reason to require the tower of states to be charged under some weakly
coupled gauge field. However, as proposed in [64] this could indeed be a general feature if one
allows the tower to be charged under some p-form gauge field (not necessarily with p = 1). The
presence of a weakly coupled string becoming tensionless at every infinite field distance limit is
indeed a confirmation of this expectation, as the string is charged under the 2-form gauge field
dual to the axion, whose gauge coupling vanishes at infinite distance. Therefore, the SDC factor
gets automatically fixed in terms of the extremality bound associated to strings. Interestingly,
the same numerical values (5.53) and (5.54) coincide with the bounds in [47, 64] for the case
of towers of BPS particles in N = 2 Calabi-Yau string compactifications. This is because the
bound only depends on the integers ni which characterise the type of singular limit in [47,64],
regardless of whether we are considering particles in N = 2 or strings in N = 1. The integers ni
are upper bounded by the internal dimensions of the compactification, so that the maximum
value is n = 3 in a Calabi–Yau threefold, yielding λ ≥ 1/√6 in the complex structure moduli
space of Type IIB compactifications.
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If we turn on fluxes, the string can become anomalous which forces it to be attached to
membranes, as discussed in Section 4.2. This also induces a scalar potential for the scalars, which
might a priori obstruct to take the infinite distance limit and approach the string. However,
the EFT membranes ending on the string induce an RG flow that makes the saxions grow as
approaching the membrane, so there does not seem to be any obstruction to send si →∞. We
will further discuss this point in section 5.4. This is encouraging, as it provides a realisation of
the Distance Conjecture in a field space lifted by a scalar potential in N = 1 theories and not
just flat trajectories in a moduli space of extended supersymmetry. The tension of the string
does not change in the presence of fluxes, so the lower bound of the SDC factor remains the
same. Understanding the precise realisation of the Distance Conjecture in the presence of a
scalar potential is crucial to apply the conjecture to constrain large field inflationary models, so
we expect our analysis to be a starting point to address questions of phenomenological relevance.
One of the most exciting consequences of this analysis is that it might potentially provide
a low energy explanation for the SDC. Even if the conjecture has been extensively tested in
string compactifications, its underlying quantum gravity principle is still a mystery. But now we
are translating the discussion on asymptotic limits in moduli spaces into the behaviour of the
charge and tension of four dimensional strings that can be described in the low energy EFT. At
the moment, it seems that the SDC holds at any asymptotic limit simply as a consequence of
requiring the WGC to hold for codimension 2 objects, which is usually motivated by black hole
physics. This uncovers another relation between the swampland conjectures, which are looking
more and more as a web of interconnected conjectures instead of independent statements. It
would be very interesting, though, to find the underlying quantum gravity explanation for the
SDC just by thinking of the physical properties of these strings, without mentioning the WGC,
but we leave this exciting task for the future.
5.4 de Sitter Conjecture
The advantage of rewriting the scalar potential in terms of the charge of membranes is that
we can translate constraints on the scalar potential to constraints on the properties of the
membranes. Vice versa, we can study the implications of constraints on the charge and tension
of membranes (coming, for instance, from the WGC) to the behaviour of the scalar potential.
From this perspective, the WGC and other conjectures about the behaviour of the potential (like
the de Sitter conjecture [10] or the AdS Distance Conjecture [90]) are not so different and get
interlinked by the properties of membranes. In this section we explore to what extent the WGC
applied to membranes might be underlying the asymptotic version of the de Sitter conjecture.26
Consider some flux-induced scalar potential for chiral fields ti = ai + isi
V =
1
2
TAB(s, a)fAfB =
1
2
Zab(s)ρa(a)ρb(a) + faΥ
a(s) + Vˆ (s, a) , (5.55)
where in the second equality we have explicitly separated the dynamical fluxes fa ∈ ΓEFT from
the rest as in (2.14) and introduced ρa = e
−Niaifa as in (4.30).
Let us first assume that only dynamical fluxes are turned on, so that the potential in (5.55)
reduces to
V0 ≡ 1
2
Zab(s)ρa(a)ρb(a) . (5.56)
26Interesting connections between the WGC applied to membranes and the AdS Distance Conjecture have been
explored in [91] where a discrete version of the WGC has been used to explain a potential scale separation in AdS.
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As explained in Section 4.3.2, one may regard the potential V0 as generated by a single
membrane, whose physical charge is expressed in terms of the potential as in (4.45):
V0 =
1
2
Q2f , (5.57)
where the quantised charges are given by the flux integers qa = fa. Such a generating membrane
separates a fluxless configuration on one side, where trivially V = 0, from a flux generated
potential (5.56) on the other side. Albeit this generating membrane satisfies the no-force
condition (2.22), it does not necessarily satisfy the WGC. Therefore, imposing a WGC for the
generating membrane provides constraints on the scalar potential, delivering interesting links
with other Swampland Conjectures.
The original de Sitter conjecture [10] constrains the slope of the potential to satisfy
‖∂V0‖ ≥ c V0 , (5.58)
where ‖∂V0‖ = (2Ki¯∂iV0∂¯V0)1/2 and c is, presumably, an order one factor. In light of the
above discussion, for a generating membrane this can be translated into a condition on the
charge of the membrane as
‖∂Q2f ‖ ≥ cQ2f , (5.59)
with ‖∂Q2f ‖ = (2Ki¯∂iQ2f ∂¯Q2f )1/2.
Following [12], using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one can show that
‖∂Q2f ‖ ≥ 2βRe(κi∂iQ2f ) , as long as 2Ki¯κiκ¯ ≤ β−2 . (5.60)
Hence, in order to satisfy the dS conjecture (5.58), it is sufficient to show that
2βRe(κi∂iQ2f ) ≥ cQ2f . (5.61)
which then provides a lower bound for the factor c in (5.59).
Let us first consider that the membrane generating the potential is elementary saxionic,
which implies that its tension satisfies ∂iTf = KiσiTf (c.f.(4.46)). In this case, we found in
section 5.2.2, that the membrane saturates the extremality bound (5.30), and thus we have
M2P∂iQ2f = γ2∂i(T 2f ) = 2γ2Tf∂iTf = 2γ2KiσiT 2f = 2M2PKiσiQ2f , (5.62)
with γ being the extremality factor defined in (5.36). Summing over all saxions, this can be
brought to the form ∑
i
σiQ2 +
∑
i
si
2(ni − ni−1)∂siQ
2 = 0 , (5.63)
where we have used (4.41), assuming a diagonal field metric. Hence, (5.63) is precisely of
the form (5.61) with κi = − isi2(ni−ni−1) ; and the second condition in (5.60) is saturated with
β−2 =
∑
i
1
8(ni−ni−1) . This implies that the de Sitter conjecture is satisfied with
c ≥ (
∑
i
σi)β = 2
√
2(
∑
i
σi)
(∑
i
1
ni − ni−1
)−1/2
, (5.64)
providing a lower bound for the factor c. In the case of diagonal metrics, one may canonically
normalise the saxions such that (5.63) can be recasted in the same form than the no-go’s
in [92,93], recovering the same bound (5.64).27
27Alternatively, one could recast (5.62) in the form∑
i
σi(ni − ni−1)Q2f + 1
2
∑
i
si∂siQ2f = 0 (5.65)
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To sum up, as long as
∑
i σi is strictly positive, then Q2 automatically satisfies (5.59) with
positive c and hence, its contribution to the scalar potential satisfies the de Sitter conjecture.
Interestingly, membranes with
∑
i σi > 0 are only those which remain light in the perturbative
regime set by the RG flow of the strings28. Recall that all membranes with charges in ΓEFT
are of this type, so the contribution from EFT elementary membranes satisfies the no-go for de
Sitter.
Given that we have determined that the sign of c is positive for light membranes, we can
actually compute the exact value for c2 as follows
||∂Q2f || = 2
√
2
√√√√ I∑
i=1
(ni − ni−1)σ2i Q2f = |α|Q2f , (5.67)
and α is precisely the dilatonic coupling obtained in (5.35). Therefore, the factor c turns out to
be given by the scalar contribution to the extremality factor:
c = |α| = 2
√
2
√√√√ I∑
i=1
(ni − ni−1)σ2i . (5.68)
This is not a bound anymore but the exact result, and we find very interesting that indeed
corresponds to the scalar contribution of the extremality factor. Notice that α was also playing
an important role in the RG flow of the saxions in (4.53) and determines the strong coupling
scale at which the flow breaks down, ystrong = (α
2Λstrong)
−1 = (α2T /M2P)−1. Thus, the smaller
the factor c is, the further away we can move away from the membrane and the more we push
Λstrong to the IR.
Notice that this result fails if some ni = ni−1 = 0, which in turn implies that the field metric
is not diagonal to leading order in the perturbative regime (these are what we called degenerate
flows, and they will be studied in more detail in [15]). This caveat is precisely the one appearing
in [12], where it was proved that the asymptotic potentials of F-theory flux compactifications
to four dimensions satisfy the de Sitter conjecture for any two-moduli large field limit. The
analytic proof of the no-go theorem in [12] only works as long as ni − ni−1 6= 0 ∀i,29 while the
rest of the cases were proven numerically and case-by-case using linear programming techniques.
It is worthwhile noticing that, in string compactifications, c is both lower an upper bounded,
as both σi and ri are. The lowest possible value comes from setting ri − ri−1 = 1 in (4.47),
implying
cmin = αmin ≥
∑
i
√
2
ni − ni−1 , (5.69)
which after identifying κi = −2isi and β−2 = nI yields the slightly stronger bound for c
c2 ≥ 8(
∑
i(ni − ni−1)σi)2∑
i(ni − ni−1)
= 8
(
∑
i(ni − ni−1)σi)2
nI
= 2
r2I
nI
(5.66)
where we have used (4.47) in the last step. The no-go then applies to any membrane with
∑
i σi(ni − ni−1) =
−rI > 0, which are precisely the membranes that become light along the string RG flow.
28Strictly speaking, light membranes along string RG flow satisfy
∑
i 2σi(ni−ni−1) = −
∑
(ri−ri−1) = −rI > 0.
In general, this selects that same membranes than
∑
i σi > 0, but if not, one can simply use the no-go in footnote
27 to ensure all lights membranes satisfy the de Sitter conjecture.
29When ni = ni−1 for some i, the singularity type does not increase in the enhancement chain, which typically
occurs when there is some finite distance divisor involved, even if the final singularity is at infinite distance.
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taking into account that ni cannot exceed the internal dimension.
30 We would like to stress
that this is the same minimal value obtained for the exponentially decreasing mass rate λ of
the infinite tower of particles at different infinite field distance limits, either coming from string
excitation modes as in section 5.3 (cf. eq.(5.53)) in 4d N = 1 compactifications or from BPS
particle states in 4d N = 2 setups, as in [47, 64]. In all these cases, the exponential rate both of
the mass of the tower and of the potential is fixed by the extremality bound associated either
to particles [64], strings (section 5.2.1) or membranes (section 5.2.2). In practice, since the
extremality factors are lower bounded by the maximum values of the degrees ni in the Ka¨hler
potential, one obtains
||∂m2||
m2
|min ' ||∂V ||
V
|min , (5.70)
which motivates the physical argument in [96] for which the runaway potential emerges from
integrating out the infinite tower of states at the infinite field distance limits. The correlation
(5.70) between the exponential mass rate of the tower and the potential was also conjectured to
be general in [95] although notice that here we are only pointing out that the minimal values that
these quantities could take coincide; and not that for each type of asymptotic limit the actual
exponential mass rate of the tower and that of the potential are equal. This latter stronger
statement would require some correlation between the extremality bound for particles, strings
and membranes, which we cannot guarantee, although it would be something interesting to
explore in the future.
Up to now, we have only discussed the case of elementary membranes with charge in a single
qr ∈ Γr, but what about non-elementary saxionic membranes? In the asymptotic regime, we can
split the charge into a sum of elementary constituents since non-diagonal terms are polynomially
suppressed as explained in Appendix B, obtaining
Q2f '
∑
r
Q2fr =
1
M2P
∑
r
γ2rT 2fr . (5.71)
In the last step, we have used the extremality bound Q2fr = γ2rT 2fr for the constituent membranes.
Furthermore, this also implies that
∂iQ2f =
∑
a
∂i(Q2fr) =
2
M2P
∑
r
γ2rTfr∂i(Tfr) . (5.72)
Therefore, employing the fact that the constituent membranes are elementary saxionic satisfying
(4.46), we get
∂iQ2f =
2
M2P
Ki
∑
r
γ2rσ
(r)
i T 2fr . (5.73)
The above result is again of the form (5.61) only if∑
r
γ2rσrT 2fr ≥
∑
r
γ2rT 2fr , (5.74)
where σr =
∑
i σ
(r)
i . It is then clear that, if all the dilatonic couplings σr are the same, we can
factorise out σ ≡ σr and immediately recover the de Sitter conjecture. If the more general case
that includes non-elementary membranes, these couplings are generically different. Still, if all
30For Type II bulk fluxes in Calabi–Yau threefold compactifications, it becomes cmin ≥ 1/
√
3. This value
coincides with the TCC bound [94] (see also [95]). However, since it depends on the internal dimension, it might
get a bit smaller if coming from M-theory on G2 or F-theory on CY4.
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σr > 0, we can get at least a bound by writing it in terms of the membrane of smallest charge
to mass ratio as
2
∑
r
γ2rσrT 2fr ≥ 2σmin
∑
r
γ2rT 2fr (5.75)
where σmin = min{σr}. Using (5.71), this implies
σminQ2f +
∑
i
si
2(ni − ni−1)∂siQ
2
f ≤ 0 , (5.76)
which reproduces the de Sitter conjecture with a lower bound for c as in (5.64) upon replacing∑
i σi → σmin. Hence, also the contribution from non-elementary membranes satisfies the de
Sitter conjecture as long as σmin > 0. Recall again that if σmin > 0, the membrane has a charge
that belongs to Γlight, so all EFT membranes are of this type. Hence, the contribution from
WGC-saturating BPS membranes to the scalar potential automatically satisfies the de Sitter
conjecture and the bound (5.69) applies, regardless whether they are charged under one or
several 3-form gauge fields so their charge belongs to several Γr subspaces. In terms of the
scalar potential, this implies that the contribution to the potential from the 3-form gauge fields
vanishes asymptotically. However, this result only applies if the field metric can be approximated
as a diagonal one at the perturbative limit, so the string flow is non-degenerate, otherwise more
work is required. Examples in string theory of fluxes whose contribution satifies σ > 0 are RR
fluxes in Type IIB and both RR and NS fluxes in IIA. Thus, the famous no-go for de Sitter in
flux Type IIA compactifications at weak coupling and large volume [92] would be a particular
case of our story.
Our results fit well with the results of [12], where a no-go theorem for de Sitter was derived
for any asymptotic limit of the moduli space Calabi-Yau flux compactifications as long as the
potential goes to zero in such a limit. On one hand, the no-go in [12] is more general as it
includes contributions with both σ > 0 and σ < 0, but since the conclusion depends on the
exact value of σi (and whether (5.74) is satisfied) then it was restricted to asymptotic limits of
only two fields, where a classification of the possible perturbative potentials was performed. On
the other hand, the interpretation in terms of the charge and tension of membranes brings a
new angle to the no-go theorem for de Sitter, since it becomes just a consequence of extremality.
Hence, we can forget about the asymptotic geometry of the moduli space and simply state that
the de Sitter conjecture is satisfied whenever the potential can be re-written as the charge of a
light extremal membrane (i.e. a light membrane saturating the WGC).
Needless to say, when adding other contributions like non-dynamical (heavy) fluxes or
non-perturbative effects, the connection between the de Sitter conjecture and the WGC for
membranes gets lost, as it involves membranes that cannot be described dynamically in the
EFT (and that can have σ < 0). Consequently, the potential generically develops some minima.
It would be very interesting, though, to check if the presence of minima can somehow be related
to superextremality or subextremality of the membranes, and whether it is only the latter
that allows for the minima to have positive vacuum energy. At the moment, though, we will
content ourselves with the observation that light extremal (WGC-saturating) membranes imply
a contribution to the scalar potential in the form of a runaway that automatically satisfies the
de Sitter conjecture with an order one factor c fixed by the extremality bound, and leave these
other exciting questions for the future.
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5.5 Remarks on the AdS Instability Conjecture
Membranes (codimension 1 objects) are featured in yet another Swampland Conjecture: that
any non-supersymmetric vacuum is ultimately unstable [5, 6]. It was mainly motivated by a
sharpening of the Weak Gravity Conjecture stating that only BPS states can saturate the WGC.
If the vacuum is supported by gauge fluxes on the internal dimensions, one can then apply
the WGC to these fluxes (or equivalently to dual (D − 1)-form gauge fields in D space-time
dimensions) and conclude the existence of a codimension-one brane satisfying T ≤ QMP. If
the vacuum is non-supersymmetric, the sharpening of the WGC implies that this membrane
needs to satisfy T < QMP, mediating a bubble instability of the vacuum [97]. Hence, this is
another example in which applying the WGC for membranes constraints the EFT flux-induced
potentials by not allowing the existence of completely stable non-susy vacua.
In the absence of scalars, the correlation between the WGC bound and vacuum instability is
clear. However, the presence of scalars can complicate the story, since it is precisely in their
presence where the differences between the extremality/WGC bound and the BPS bound become
manifest [16, 76, 17, 64]. Furthermore, the scalar flow implies that the tension of the domain
wall/bubble is different from the tension of the localised membrane. The former is the relevant
quantity to determine vacua instability, while only the latter can be associated to a localised
charged object. Although we do not have much to add to this discussion, we would like to
discuss this conjecture in the context of our results regarding the RG flow of the tension and
our EFT BPS ‘extremal’ membranes.
In this paper, we have studied the physics of membranes that are electrically charged under
3-form gauge fields dual to dynamical fluxes, i.e. membranes whose transitions are consistent
with the EFT cut-off Λ. Due to the strong scalar backreaction, we can only study the behaviour
near the membrane (i.e. in the UV) since the scalars eventually leave the perturbative regime of
control when flowing away to the IR and the EFT membrane description breaks down. Before
this happens, we can define an effective scale-dependent tension for the domain wall T eff(Λ) as
in (3.19) taking into account the scalar backreaction. However, this is insufficient to determine
the fate of the membrane in the IR. Our extremal membranes discussed in section 4.3.2, which
are BPS and saturate a WGC bound in the UV regime, are potential candidates to describe
also extremal flat domain walls in the IR, in case the scalars succeed to flow to a minimum
of the potential. But we cannot determine whether these domain walls will still saturate a
WGC bound when evaluating the tension at the minimum of the potential, which is the relevant
quantity to determine whether the vacuum is unstable. Interestingly, the AdS vacua instability
is implying that the scalar flow have to be such that the domain wall still saturates the WGC
bound when flowing to a supersymmetric minimum, while it becomes superextremal if flowing
to a non-supersymmetric minimum. These constraints on the flow could in turn be translated to
constraints on the continuation of the scalar potential away from the perturbative asymptotic
regime. A way in which this different behaviour of the flow of the charge-to-tension ratio in
SUSY and non-SUSY vacua could manifest is by means of violating the no-force identity (2.22)
when flowing to a non-susy vacuum at a lower cutoff scale. As discussed in section 5.1, the
membranes might become self-repulsive when flowing to the IR upon integrating out some
scalars as long as the vacuum is not supersymmetric. Otherwise, supersymmetry will force us
to integrate out also the associated 3-form gauge fields such that the charge Q varies by the
same amount and the object remains extremal. It would be interesting to further study this
possibility and determine if supersymmetry breaking necessarily forces the membrane to become
self-repulsive and superextremal in the IR, which would further support the AdS Instability
Conjecture.
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6 Conclusions
In this work we we have studied several aspects of 12BPS strings and membranes in 4d N = 1
EFTs, serving a twofold purpose. On the one hand, intending to apply the different Swampland
conjectures to the only BPS objects in 4d theories with low supersymmetry. On the other hand,
aiming to unveil the role that low-codimension objects play with respect to quantum gravity
constraints on EFTs.
A remarkable property of 12BPS strings and membranes is the off-shell identities (2.21) and
(2.22). In particular, (2.21) is obtained by assuming approximate continuous shift symmetries of
the 4d N = 1 EFT. Such identities could be interpreted as no-force conditions, in analogy with
the particle case. However, such an interpretation is more subtle for low-codimension objects,
since generically they display a strong backreaction that takes us away from any perturbative
regime of the theory, and may even involve scales above the EFT cut-off Λ. Nevertheless, one can
still draw a physical interpretation of the said identities for a subset of strings and membranes.
Indeed, if a string backreaction is such that a continuous shift symmetry is recovered in the
vicinity of the string core, then (2.21) can indeed be interpreted as a no-force condition between
two identical strings not too far from each other. This is a first example of a more general lesson.
By understanding and classifying the different kinds of backreaction of strings and membranes,
one may be able to extract valuable physical information of the 4d EFT. In fact, most of the
results of this paper stem from this observation.
To properly extract information from low-codimension objects we first require that they are
seen as fundamental by the EFT, in the sense that they must be included as localised operators
in the theory. In the case of 4d strings and membranes, this amount to require that their tensions
satisfy (2.1). One can check that membranes whose tensions lie in that range, characterised by
a charge lattice ΓEFT, have a relatively mild backreaction, in the sense that up to a reasonable
distance of order Λ−1strong > Λ−1 from their location we can still analyse the backreaction with
EFT perturbative techniques. The case of strings is more subtle, and one must also require that
a continue shift symmetry is recovered in the vicinity of the backreacted string. This subset of
1
2BPS fundamental strings is represented by the discrete cone of charges CEFTS .
In fact, to address the condition (2.1) one must first have a proper definition for the tension
of 4d strings and membranes. Again, this is subtler than for codimension > 2 objects, whose
tension and charge are typically measured at long distances from their core. Nevertheless,
considering low-codimension fundamental objects as localised operators of the EFT gives a
clear prescription on how to interpret their tension T and charge Q. Indeed, following [13,14]
one can understand the backreaction of strings and membranes as a classical RG flow of their
couplings, and the values entering in the EFT action as those evaluated at a cut-off scale Λ,
namely at a distance rΛ ∼ Λ−1 to each object. With this interpretation one can immediately
identify fundamental membranes as relevant EFT operators by looking at their backreaction,
while strings display a logarithmic profile corresponding to marginally relevant operators.
The backreaction profile of strings within CEFTS is particularly interesting, because when
approaching their core one is driven to a regime in which a continuous shift symmetry becomes
exact. By general quantum gravity arguments one expects that such points with continuous
global symmetries are located at infinite distance in the EFT moduli space, as confirmed in
multiple string theory setups [15]. A careful analysis of these examples suggests that this may be
a general feature, and that for every infinite distance perturbative limit there is a fundamental
axionic string realising it by means of its backreaction. We have summarised this proposal as
the Distant Axionic String Conjecture (DASC), whose details will be discussed in [15]. In this
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work we have focused on stressing the repercussion that this conjecture has on other Swampland
proposals, like the Swampland Distance Conjecture [11].
Indeed, if the DASC is true, it opens the window to characterise the infinite distance paths
of an EFT purely in terms of their physical objects of codimension 2. Also, since the physics
behind this conjecture occurs at energies not far from the cut-off scale Λ, the statement is quite
insensitive to IR physics. That is to say, it should not only apply to field space trajectories that
are flat directions of the theory, but also to trajectories subject to a potential as long as the mass
scales involved are below Λ, so that we can still consider these asymptotic regions to belong
to the field space of the EFT. Even if the backreacted string solution of section 4.1 assumes a
series of massless scalars, we have performed a first non-trivial test that suggests that our results
should apply for massive scalars as well. Indeed, in the axionic string perturbative regimes one
may generate a mass for a flowing scalar by means of a flux-induced superpotential. This will
induce an anomaly on the string worldvolume, which can then be cured by a membrane ending
on it. By the analysis of section 4 we have seen that if the scalar has a mass below Λ, then ΓEFT
will contain an anomaly-cancelling membrane, such that one can always write a gauge-invariant
string-membrane operator in the EFT. As such, the backreaction of the membrane will be
mild enough such that the previous string flow should not be destabilised, although it would
be interesting to corroborate this expectation by computing the explicit backreaction of the
string-membrane system. More generally, each axionic string solution will split the full lattice
of membrane charges ΓF in terms of sublattices of super-Planckian (Γheavy) and sub-Planckian
(Γlight) membrane tensions, the latter containing ΓEFT. While this picture was already present
in [28,12], in our current analysis we have been able to give precise formulas for such a splitting,
in terms of the discrete data of the each string flow.
The identification of string and membranes with their backreaction profile and the correspond-
ing RG flow has important consequences when applying the Swampland Program philosophy
to these objects. A clear example is given by the Weak Gravity Conjecture. In the original
proposal [4] the charge-to-mass ratio of a particle must be evaluated in the IR limit of the theory.
In the case of low-codimension objects, it is more natural to demand that the WGC is satisfied
at the cut-off scale, where the couplings are defined. Then, as we vary the cut-off scale, we probe
the whole RG flow generated by these objects, or in other words the backreaction of the physical
objects. In practice, this amounts to impose the WGC at all scales, as in (5.6). While with
perturbative techniques we can only test scales above Λstrong, this already provides interesting
implications for the EFT, since constraints on the UV physical charges and tensions of these
objects translate to constraints on the axionic kinetic terms and scalar potentials of the EFT.
Indeed, one of our main results is that the WGC for strings in the UV region implies the
Swampland Distance Conjecture. The RG flow of the scalars driven by the string backreaction
forces the string tension to asymptotically vanish at its core. When the tension gets of order
of the cut-off, namely Te ∼ Λ2, the EFT breaks down by the presence of an infinite tower of
states corresponding to the string excitation modes. The field distance can be computed as the
integral of the string charge, which only upon imposing the WGC, becomes logarithmic in the
string tension. This implies that there is a maximal EFT cut-off which decreases exponentially
in terms of the proper field distance, as stated by the Distance Conjecture. Interestingly, the
exponential rate of the cut-off (the SDC factor) is fixed by the extremality order one factor of
the string, and the existence of a minimal charge-to-tension string ratio γmin provides a lower
bound for the SDC factor. Additionally, the DASC can be seen as complementary statement to
the Emergent String Conjecture, as it always requires the presence of a weakly-coupled string.
However, it does not specify whether the other towers of massive modes that may be competing
with the string vibrational modes form a KK tower or have other nature.
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This correspondence between infinite field distance limits and string RG flows also provides
a peculiar realisation of the Emergence proposal [88,47,89,3] for which the infinite field distance
itself emerges from integrating out high energy modes. Recall that for a fixed cut-off Λ there is
a finite region MΛ in the moduli space accessible by the EFT before Tstr reaches Λ2. As we
lower Λ and we integrate out 4d high energy modes, we will reach this point at a larger distance,
and so MΛ will grow. Only by sending Λ→ 0, infinite field distance points emerge.
Similarly, imposing the WGC for fundamental membranes translates into a particular
behaviour for the potential. WGC-saturating membranes generate a runaway potential that
realises the de Sitter conjecture, with an order one factor fixed by the scalar dependence of the
extremality bound for membranes. Although this only applies to the contribution to the scalar
potential from dynamical 3-form gauge fields, it provides an interesting physical interpretation
of several no-go theorems for de Sitter at perturbative asymptotic limits [92,98–102,93,12,95]. It
would be interesting to study whether the presence of AdS or dS minima is somehow associated
to superextremality or subextremality of the generating membranes.
Four-dimensional N = 1 theories are the starting point to answer questions of phenomeno-
logical interest, so these results open up a lot of future exciting directions. For instance, in
this paper we have only studied in detail the RG flow of elementary membranes, which by
themselves are not enough to generate a minimum of the potential. But if we were able to
reach a minimum of the potential while staying in the perturbative regime, by extending the
analysis to non-elementary membranes, we could ask whether the RG flow forces the backreacted
membrane solution to become necessarily superextremal if the minimum is non-supersymmetric.
The existence of this superextremal solution would describe a bubble instability, realising this
way the AdS Instability Conjecture [5]. On a different avenue, the realisation of the SDC in
terms of the RG flow of fundamental BPS strings provides a way to generalise the conjecture in
a controlled way to field space trajectories subject to a potential in 4d N = 1 theories, as long as
the mass scales involved are below the EFT cut-off. This can be the starting point to properly
determine the maximal field range accessible in the EFT when constructing inflationary models
and whether large field inflation is in the Swampland or not. Since the extremality bound
for the strings fixes the unknown parameter of the Distance Conjecture in this context, not
only qualitative but quantitative bounds can be obtained, which are in fact consistent with the
bounds already obtained in N = 2 setups [47,64]. This picture in terms of string RG flows might
also shed some light into a low energy explanation for the SDC, as it becomes a consequence of
the properties of fundamental EFT strings. Furthermore, the EFT membranes that need to
be attached to the fundamental strings to cure anomalies induced by fluxes always generate
a runaway potential along the string RG flow towards the perturbative regime. This provides
indeed a correlation between the infinite tower of states and the runaway potentials, as proposed
in [96]. Although the lower numerical bounds for the exponential rate of the mass of the tower
and the potential coincide in this setup, it would be interesting to explore if there is a more
fundamental reason for it which relates the charge-to-tension ratio of strings and membranes.
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A RFC identities
Here we show that the N = 1 supersymmetric structure of the EFTs forces BPS-strings and
membranes to tautologically saturate the RFC bound in (5.1). We further illustrate that,
macroscopically, this implies that identical supersymmetric strings or membranes do not exert
any net force between each other.
A.1 RFC identity for strings
Consider a string electrically coupled to a set of gauge two-forms B2 i with charges ei. The
action that describes its dynamics is
Sstring = −M2P
∫
S
√−h Te + ei
∫
S
B2 i , (A.1)
where S is the string worldsheet and the string tension Te may depend on the bulk fields. The
inclusion of the action (A.1) in a supersymmetric theory generically leads to the spontaneous
breaking of all the bulk supersymmetry over the string worldsheet. In order to preserve (partially)
the bulk supersymmetry generators, further constraints need to be imposed on the possible
dependence of Te on the bulk fields.
We focus on the N = 1 theories considered in this paper – the extension of the following
calculations to non-supersymmetric settings is straightforward. We recall that in N = 1
supersymmetry the gauge two-forms B2 i are paired with real scalar fields `i, regarded as ‘dual
saxions’ in (2.7). These, along with their fermionic partners, build the linear superfields Li as
an irreducible field representation of the super-Poincare` algebra. As shown in [28], the bosonic
components of the N = 1 bulk action describing the interactions among linear multiplets Li
and gravity are
Sbulk = M
2
P
∫
1
2
R ∗ 1− 1
2
∫
Gij
(
M2P d`i ∧ ∗d`j +
1
M2P
H3 i ∧ ∗H3 j
)
. (A.2)
Here Gij depends on the dual saxions `i and plays the role of both field metric for `i and
gauge-kinetic function for the two-forms B2 i.
In order for the string with action (A.1) to be able to maximally preserve N = 1 supersym-
metry over its worldsheet once coupled to (A.2), the tension of the string needs to depend on
the dual saxions `i as
Te = M2P|ei`i| , (A.3)
with the same charges ei appearing in the two-form coupling in (A.1). Defining the quadratic
physical string charge as
Q2e = M2P Gijeiej , (A.4)
we recognise that the string tension (A.3) obeys the trivial identity
Gij∂`iTe∂`jTe = M2PQ2e , (A.5)
which is the no-force identity in (2.25).
The relation (A.5) has a neat macroscopic interpretation in terms of balance of forces between
two identical strings. In order to see this, consider the coupling of the bulk action (A.2) to two
identical supersymmetric strings as
S = Sbulk + S
(1)
string + S
(2)
string , (A.6)
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where S
(i)
string is the action of the ith string as in (A.1), with the string tension as in (A.3).
In the static approximation, we may consider the worldsheets of the strings fixed in their
transverse directions. Working in a ‘static gauge’ such that the string worldsheets S1 and S2
stretch along the same spacetime directions (t, x), the strings are considered ‘frozen’ in the
transverse directions u = (u, v) at the coordinates u(1) = (u(1), v(1)) and u(2) = (u(2), v(2)). In
addition, motivated by the spacetime symmetries of the configuration, we may consider the
bulk fields, namely the graviton, the dual saxions and gauge two-forms as depending only on
the coordinates which are transverse to the string
gµν ≡ gµν(u, v) , `i ≡ `i(u, v) , Bµν i = Bµν i(u, v) . (A.7)
As a further simplification, given the geometry of the configuration, we use a gauge in which the
only nontrivial component of Bµν i is B01 i ≡ Bi. As usual in the background field method, we
expand all these fields around some fixed background values g0µν , `
0
i , B0i as
gµν(u, v) = g
0
µν + hµν(u, v), `i(u, v) = `
0
i +
ˆ`
i(u, v) , Bi(u, v) = B0i + Bˆi(u, v) , (A.8)
where hµν , `i and Bˆi are understood as small perturbations around the background values. As
such, we may consider the background metric to be just the Minkowski metric g0µν = ηµν . This
perturbative regime is justified for the EFT strings considered in this paper and further studied
in [15], as long as the distance between the strings is not too large (i.e. below Λ−1strong as defined
in section 3.1).
At a linearised level in the field variations, we regard the strings as external sources for the
bulk fields. Namely, we rewrite the string contributions to the action, as
S
(1)
string + S
(2)
string = −
∫
d4x
(
hµνJµν + ˆ`iJ
i
` + BˆiJ ie
)
+ . . . (A.9)
where
Jµν = − δ
δhµν
(S
(1)
string + S
(2)
string) =
|ej`0j |
2

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
[δ(2) (S1)+ δ(2) (S2)] , (A.10a)
J i` = −
δ
δ ˆ`i
(S
(1)
string + S
(2)
string) = M
2
Pe
i
[
δ(2)
(S1)+ δ(2) (S2)] , (A.10b)
J ie =
δ
δBˆi
(S
(1)
string + S
(2)
string) = e
i
[
δ(2)
(S1)+ δ(2) (S2)] , (A.10c)
which denote the classical sources for the (perturbations of the) graviton, dual saxions and
two-forms, respectively. In (A.9) we have also chosen B0i = `0i .
Collecting the field variations as ψA ≡ (hµν , ˆ`i, Bˆµνi ) and the sources as JA ≡ (Jµν , J i` , J ie),
the action (A.6) may be written as
S =
1
2
∫
dtdx d2u
(∫
d2u′ψA(u)QA,B(u; u′)ψB(u′)− JA(u)ψA(u)
)
. (A.11)
Then, by integrating out the dynamical fields ψA at the classical level, we get
S =
i
2
∫
dt dx d2u
∫
d2u′JA(u)∆A,B(u; u′)JB(u′) , (A.12)
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where ∆A,B = i(QA,B)−1.
The potential per unit area of the configuration is defined as∫
dt dxV ≡ −S . (A.13)
In the present case, it splits as
V = Vgr + V` + VB , (A.14)
entailing the contributions of gravity, the dual saxions and the gauge two-forms. These may be
computed from the general formula (A.12) as
Vgr = − i
2
∫
d2u
∫
d2u′ Jµν(u)Jρσ(u′)∆µν,ρσ(u; u′) , (A.15a)
V` = − i
2
∫
d2u
∫
d2u′ J i`(u)J
j
` (u
′)∆`ij(u; u
′) , (A.15b)
VB = − i
2
∫
d2u
∫
d2u′ J iB(u)J
j
B(u
′)∆Bij(u; u
′) , (A.15c)
where the graviton, dual saxions and two-form propagators are respectively given by
∆µν,ρσ(u; u′) = (ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµνηρσ)∆(u; u′) , (A.16a)
∆`ij(u; u
′) = Gij(`0)∆(u; u′) , (A.16b)
∆Bij(u; u
′) = −M4PGij(`0)∆(u; u′) . (A.16c)
where ∆(u; u′) is the two-dimensional scalar propagator, in the coordinate representation,
along the spacetime directions transverse to the strings.31 The full potential of the two-string
configuration is then obtained by plugging (A.10) and (A.16) in (A.14). However, it is important
to remark that (A.14) includes both contributions from the self-energy of both strings and
interactions between them. The former lead to classical divergences which need to be regularised,
so that the string tension acquires a logarithmic cut-off dependence, as discussed in section
3.1.32 Hence, to first order in our perturbative approximation, in order to compute the effect of
the forces between the two strings it is enough to consider the mutual exchange of gravitons,
dual saxions and two-forms as depicted in Fig 8. We then get
Vgr = 0 , V` = −VB = −iM4PGij(`0)eiej∆(u; u′) . (A.18)
where ∆(u; u′) = i4pi log |u − u′| ≡ i4pi log r. Therefore we recognise that the static potential
(A.14) is zero. This expresses the balance of forces between the strings:
Ftot =
1
4pir
(f` + fB) = 0 f` = −fB = −M4PGij(`0)eiej (A.19)
More precisely, the strings do not exert any gravitational forces between themselves, while
the electric two-form mediated repulsion is exactly compensated by the attraction due to the
mediation of the dual-saxions.
31This is the usual field theory propagator for a scalar field in the n-spacelike dimensions. It is defined via∫
dnuQ(x,u)∆(u,x′) = iδn(x− x′) , (A.17)
where Q(x,x′) is the quadratic kinetic operator Q(x,x′) = M2Pδ
(n)(x− x′)∂x · ∂x.
32Furthermore, because of supersymmetry, the renormalised tension at a scale µ < Λ can be identified with the
‘bare’ one given by the values of of the running dual saxions `i(r) at a distance r = µ
−1
0 , as in [32,33].
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S1 S2
hµν
+
S1 S2
ˆ`
i
+
S1 S2
Bˆ2 i
Figure 8: The mutual interactions of two parallel strings mediated by the graviton hµν , dual
saxions ˆ`i and gauge two-forms Bˆ2 i.
A.2 RFC identity for membranes
In full generality, the action which describes the interaction between a membrane and the bulk
fields may be written as
Smem = −M2P
∫
W
√−h Tq + qa
∫
W
Ca3 . (A.20)
HereW is the membrane worldvolume and the membrane tension Tq is allowed to depend on the
bulk scalar fields, which we here assume to be a set of n complex scalar fields φα. Furthermore,
the membrane is assumed to be electrically charged under a set of gauge three-forms Ca3 with
charges qa.
Coupling a membrane to a bulk theory requires the presence of the kinetic terms for the
gauge three-forms in the bulk. In a fully-fledged supersymmetric theory, gauge three-forms need
to be accommodated within a proper multiplet, irreducible representation of the supersymmetry
algebra. In N = 1 supergravity, it was shown in [25, 27, 28] that a set of gauge three-forms
Ca3 may be embedded within chiral multiplets Φ
α, in replacement of the usual scalar auxiliary
fields. The gauge three-forms therefore share the same multiplets as the n scalar fields φα and,
as illustrated in [28], their number is capped off by 2(n+ 1). The action which describes the
interactions between the bosonic components of these redefined chiral mutiplets is [28]
Sbulk = M
2
P
∫
X4
(
1
2
R ∗ 1−Kαβ¯dφα ∧ ∗dφ¯β¯
)
− 1
2
∫
X4
TabF
a
4 ∗ F b4 +
∫
∂X4
Tab ∗ F a4Cb3 , (A.21)
with the three-form kinetic matrix (2.5).
Owing to the fact that gauge three-forms do not carry propagating degrees of freedom, they
can be most readily integrated out from the action, delivering
Sbulk = M
2
P
∫
X4
(
1
2
R ∗ 1−Kαβ¯dφα ∧ ∗dφ¯β¯
)
−
∫
X4
V ∗ 1 , (A.22)
where V is the usual Cremmer et al. potential
V = eK
(
Kαβ¯DαWD¯β¯W¯ − 3|W |2
)
=
1
2
T abfafb , (A.23)
expressed in terms of the superpotential
Wf = f ·Π(φ) = faΠa(φ) . (A.24)
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The explicit presence of the three-forms in the action (A.21) allows for coupling a membrane
with the action (A.26). However, as also noticed for strings, the general (A.26) would lead to the
spontaneous breaking of all the bulk supersymmetry generators over the membrane worldvolume.
In order to preserve supersymmetry partially, we need to constrain (A.26). In [27] it was shown
that, in order to preserve the maximal N = 1 supersymmetry over the membrane worldvolume,
one needs to choose the membrane tension
Tq = 2M3PeK |qaΠa(φ)| , (A.25)
where Πa(φ) are the same periods that appear in the superpotential (A.24).
As for supersymmetric strings, also supersymmetric membranes specified by (A.20) with
(A.25) tautologically satisfy the no-force identity in (2.26) off-shell, albeit less trivially. In order
to show this, let us first rewrite the membrane tension as
Tmem(φ) = 2eK2 |Wq(φ)| , (A.26)
where we have introduced the charge-dependent superpotential33
Wq(φ) ≡ q ·Π(φ) = qaΠa(φ) . (A.28)
The holomorphicity of Wq implies that
∂iWq = 0 ⇒ ∂α|Wq| = i|Wq|∂αθ (A.29)
with θ = argWq. On the other hand
∂α|Wq| = ∂α
(
e−iθWq
)
= −i|Wq|∂αθ + e−iθ∂αWq ⇒ ∂αθ = − i
2
e−iθ
∂αWq
|Wq| (A.30)
and then
∂α|Wq| = 1
2
e−iθ∂αWq . (A.31)
Using this identity, it is immediate to show that
∂αTq(φ) = 2∂α(eK2 |Wq|) = eK2 −iθDα(Wq) , (A.32)
with Di = ∂i +Ki the covariant derivative associated to the holomorphic line bundle for which
the superpotential is a section with weights (1, 0).34 Thus, we may rewrite
‖∂Tq‖2 ≡ 2Kαβ¯∂αTq∂¯β¯Tq = 2Kαβ¯DαWqD¯β¯Wq , (A.33)
which, combined with (A.26), gives
‖∂Tq‖2 − 3
2
T 2q = 2eK
(
Kαβ¯DαWqD¯β¯Wq − 3|Wq|2
)
. (A.34)
33Notice that this quantity describes the discontinuity of the superpotential on the membrane worldvolume:
Wq = Wf+q −Wf . (A.27)
34We choose the weights such that, under a Ka¨hler transformation K → K + f + f¯ , a quantity Q transforms
as Qe−pf−qf¯ . The associated holomorphic and anti-holomorphic covariant derivative are DpiQ = (∂i + pKi)Q,
D¯qı¯Q = (∂ı¯ + qKı¯)Q. The superpotential transforms as a section of a holomorphic line bundle W → We−f ;
instead, Z = eK2 W , has weights (− 1
2
, 1
2
), not being a holomorphic section.
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Recalling the structure of the superpotential (A.28), this quantity may be easily recast as
‖∂Tq‖2 − 3
2
T 2q = 2eKqaqb
[
Kαβ¯DαΠ
aD¯β¯Π¯
b − 3ΠaΠ¯b
]
= 2M2PVq(φ) , (A.35)
where Vq is defined as in (A.23) with the replacement fa → qa. If we introduce the quadratic
membrane charge
Q2q ≡ 2Vq(φ) , (A.36)
we recognise that (A.35) does coincide with the equality in (2.26).
Along the lines of the previous section, the forces between two identical membranes may be
computed starting from the potential of a configuration with two parallel membranes, in the
non-relativistic approximation (see [21] for a more general computation). We therefore couple
the bulk action to two identical membranes with actions (A.20) with (A.25):
S = Sbulk + S
(1)
mem + S
(2)
mem , (A.37)
where S
(i)
mem is the action of the ith membrane spanning the worldvolume W i. For convenience,
we here recast the bulk action in terms of a real basis of fields
Sbulk = M
2
P
∫
X4
(
1
2
R ∗ 1− 1
2
Gαβdφα ∧ ∗dφβ
)
− 1
2
∫
X4
TabF
a
4 ∗ F b4 +
∫
∂X4
Tab ∗ F a4Cb3 (A.38)
where φα denote all chiral fields, including possible axionic ones.
As discussed in section (3.2), the a membrane backreaction does not lead to UV divergences,
while growths to strong coupling as one approaches an IR scale of order Λstrong = Tq/M2P. Then,
it can be treated in a perturbative regimes at within distances of order E−1, with E  Λstrong.
Notice that in (A.38) we have neglected possible additional terms appearing in (2.16). This
approximation assumes that such corrections are irrelevant at the energy scales E such that
Λstrong  E . Λ, where the perturbative regime is reliable.
We then consider two membrane configurations at a transversal distance d Λ−1strong, which
can be considered as straight and parallel at this length scale. They both stretch along the same
spacetime directions (x0, x1, x2) and they are located at the positions y = −d2 and y = d2 along
the transverse coordinate. In analogy with the string case, all the fields are assumed to depend
only on the transverse coordinate y ≡ x3
gµν ≡ gµν(y) , Caµνρ ≡ Caµνρ(y) , φα = φα(y) , (A.39)
and, additionally, we will consider a gauge in which Ca012 ≡ Ca is the only nontrivial components
of the gauge three-forms Ca3 . In the limit d Λ−1strong, since we are interesting in the mutual
interaction between the membranes, both Ca and φα be considered as small perturbations
around some background values φα0 , C
a
0 . The background metric around the membranes is taken
to be Minkowski, with hµν representing small perturbations thereof.
As for the strings, we can regard these membrane configurations as classical sources and
perturbatively compute the effective potential describing their mutual interaction due to the
exchange of bulk fields. We then expand the fields as
gµν(y) = ηµν + hµν(y) , C
a(y) ≡ Ca0 + Cˆa(y) , φα(y) = φα0 + φˆα(y) , (A.40)
where hµν(y), Cˆ
a(y) and φˆα(y) are regarded as small perturbations around the background
values ηµν , Cˆ
a
0 and φˆ
α
0 . Then, the membranes couple to the field perturbations hµν , φˆ
α, Cˆa via
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W1 W2
hµν
+
W1 W2
φˆα
+
W1 W2
Cˆa3
Figure 9: The mutual interactions between two parallel membranes mediated by the graviton
hµν , scalar fields φˆ
α and gauge three-forms Cˆa3 .
the background currents Jµν , J
φ
α , J
q
a . These are computed expanding the membrane action
retaining only the linearised terms as
S(1)mem + S
(2)
mem = −
∫
d4x
(
hµνJµν + φˆ
αJφα + Cˆ
aJqa
)
+ . . . (A.41)
which leads to the correspondence
Jµν = − δ
δhµν
(S(1)mem + S
(2)
mem) =
T 0q
2

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
[δ(y + d2
)
+ δ
(
y − d
2
)]
, (A.42a)
Jφα = −
δ
δφˆα
(S(1)mem + S
(2)
mem) = (∂φαTq)0
[
δ
(
y +
d
2
)
+ δ
(
y − d
2
)]
, (A.42b)
Jqa =
δ
δCˆa
(S(1)mem + S
(2)
mem) = qa
[
δ
(
y +
d
2
)
+ δ
(
y − d
2
)]
. (A.42c)
Here T 0q ≡ 2M3PeK |qaΠa(φ0)|, (∂φαTq)0 ≡ (∂φαTq)|φα0 and T ab(φ0) depend on the background
values of the scalar fields φα0 .
In analogy to our computation of mutual forces between strings in the previous section, we
may define the potential per unit area as∫
d3xV ≡ −S = − i
2
∫
d3x dy
∫
dy′JA(y)∆A,B(y; y′)JB(y′) . (A.43)
where d3x = dx0 dx1 dx2 and we have collected the classical sources as JA = (Jµν , J
φ
α , J
q
a ) and
introduced the one-dimensional propagators ∆A,B(y; y′). We can then split the potential
V = Vgr + Vφ + Vq , (A.44)
singling out the contribution from gravity, scalar fields and gauge three-forms as depicted in
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Fig 9. Explicitly, these are given by
Vgr = − i
2
∫
dy
∫
dy′ Jµν(y)Jρσ(y′)∆µν,ρσ(y; y′) , (A.45a)
Vφ = − i
2
∫
dy
∫
dy′ Jφα(y)J
φ
β (y
′)∆αβφ (y; y
′) , (A.45b)
VC = − i
2
∫
dy
∫
dy′ Jqa (y)J
q
b (y
′)∆abC (y; y
′) . (A.45c)
The graviton, scalar and three-form propagators obtained from the action (A.38) are
∆µν,ρσ(y; y′) = (ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµνηρσ)∆(y; y′) , (A.46a)
∆αβφ (y; y
′) = Gαβ(φ0)∆(y; y′) , (A.46b)
∆abC (y; y
′) = −M2PT ab(φ0)∆(y; y′) , (A.46c)
where ∆(y, y′) is the one-dimensional scalar propagator
∆(y, y′) =
i
2M2P
|y − y′| . (A.47)
In order to obtain the mutual forces between the membranes, it is sufficient to focus on the
interacting part in (A.43) only, neglecting the self-energy contributions. Combining (A.42),
(A.46) and (A.45), we get that the following contributions to potential of the two-membrane
configuration
Vgr = − 3
4M2P
T 2q (φ0)d ,
Vφ =
1
2M2P
Gαβ(φ0)∂αTq(φ0)∂βTq(φ0)d ,
Vq = −1
2
qaqbT
ab(φ0)d .
(A.48)
These correspond to the forces per unit area
Fgr =
3
4M2P
T 2q (φ0) , (A.49a)
Fφ = − 1
2M2P
Gαβ(φ0)∂αTq(φ0)∂βTq(φ0) , (A.49b)
Fq =
1
2
qaqbT
ab(φ0) . (A.49c)
We emphasise that (A.49a) expresses that the gravitational force between membranes is repulsive
rather than attractive. This unusual feature of membrane dynamics was already prefigured
in [31,34]. Furthermore, we also notice that, since the matrix T ab(φ0) is generically not positive
definite, the electric forces between two identical membranes may be either attractive or repulsive
according to the chosen charges qa.
Finally, the condition for balance of forces per unit area
Fgr + Fφ + Fq = 0 , (A.50)
coincides with (A.35) upon employing (A.49). We also remark that, while (A.35) is an off-shell
identity, the relation (A.50) does depend on the background values of the scalar fields φa0.
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B Flux lattice for multi-moduli limits in string compactifica-
tions
Consider some asymptotic limit in field space given by sending several scalars
ti → i∞ i = 1, . . . , I (B.1)
with ti = ai + isi. Each of these limits corresponds to a different perturbative regime from the
EFT perspective.
The perturbative superpotential W = 〈f,Π〉 (c.f. (4.15)) can be written in terms of some
period vectors Π which undergo a monodromy transformation (4.16) by encircling the singular
divisors Di = {e2piiti = 0} (i.e. by shifting the axions ai → ai + 1). If the monodromy
transformation is of infinite order, one can define a non-trivial nilpotent matrix as N i = log T i.
They form a commuting set of matrices that further satisfy 〈·, Ni·〉 = −〈Ni·, ·〉.
The Nilpotent Orbit Theorem states that the periods can be approximated as the following
nilpotent orbit Πnil up to exponentially suppressed corrections,
Π = Πnil +O(e2piiti) = etiNiΠ0(χ) +O(e2piiti) (B.2)
where χ are the rest of the scalars not sent to the large field limit. The information encoded in
Ni and Π0 can be associated to a set of commuting sl(2, C) triples (N−i , N+i , Yi) which captures
the asymptotic behaviour of the periods. All these data determines a limiting mixed Hodge
structure as described in [12]. To define these triples, one needs to divide the space into different
growth sectors of the scalars
R12···I =
{
tj = φj + isj
∣∣∣s1
s2
> γ, . . . ,
sI−1
sI
> γ, sI > γ, φj < δ
}
, (B.3)
with γ > 0 a positive constant, such that there is a commuting sl(2, C) triples for each sector
(i.e., for each ordering of the scalars).
The sl(2) orbit theorem then states that the nilpotent orbit can be further approximated by
the sl(2) orbit Πsl(2) up to polynomial corrections of order O(si+1/si), which become subleading
in the growth sector (B.3),
Πnil = e
−aiNip(s)Πsl(2) = s
r1
2
1 s
r2−r1
2
2 . . . s
rI−rI−1
2
I p(s)e
aiNiΠ˜0 + . . . (B.4)
where p(s) includes the polynomial suppressed corrections. This way, we can single out the
leading dependence on the saxions for any path within a given growth sector (B.3) even for
multi-moduli limits, which is a highly non-trivial result due to all the potential path dependence
issues.
The sl(2, C) triples can be used to split the total flux vector space into eigenspaces of Yi as
follows,
ΓF =
⊕
r
Γr , r = (r1, . . . , rI) , (B.5)
where r = (r1, r2, . . . rI) are integers representing the eigenvalues of Y(i) = Y1 + · · ·+Yi35. Hence,
fr ∈ Γr ⇔ Y(i)fr = r fr (B.6)
35These Γr vector spaces are the same as the V` defined in [12] upon identifying r → `i −D.
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When the fluxes belong to the primitive cohomology group HDp (XD,R), these eigenvalues are
bounded by −D ≤ ri ≤ D where D is the weight of the Hodge structure. The vector spaces Γr
satisfy dim Γr = dim Γ−r and are pairwise orthogonal as follows
〈fr, fr′〉 = 0 unless r + r′ = 0 , (B.7)
due to the fact that 〈·, Y(i)·〉 = −〈Y(i)·, ·〉.
Furthermore, if we restrict ourselves to a specific growth sector (B.3), the leading behaviour
of the Hodge norm is completely determined by the discrete data associated to the asymptotic
limit as follows
〈f, ∗f〉 ∼
∑
r
(s1
s2
)r1 · · ·(snˆ−1
snˆ
)rI−1
(snˆ)rI 〈ρr(f, φ), ∗ρr(f, φ)〉∞ + . . . (B.8)
where ρ(f, φ) = e−φiNif and 〈·, ∗·〉∞ is the asymptotic hodge norm defined at the singular
boundary, ti = i∞. Hence, 〈·, ∗·〉∞ can still depend on the rest of the scalars χ but not on
the saxions si, so it gives a finite result. The subspaces Γr are orthogonal with respect to this
asymptotic Hodge norm as follows,
〈fr, ∗fr′〉∞ = 0 unless r = r′ . (B.9)
This implies the following exact direct sum decomposition on the split (B.5),
〈f, ∗f〉∞ =
∑
r
〈fr, ∗fr〉∞ (B.10)
Contrary, the direct sum decomposition in (B.8) is only a good approximation away from the
singularity if we are restricted to a growth sector (B.3) with γ  1, as it neglects polynomial
suppressed corrections. Keeping only this leading term in (B.8) (and therefore neglecting
any non-diagonal term in the hodge norm) was denoted as the strict asymptotic limit in [12],
which implies that we are neglecting both exponentially suppressed non-perturbative corrections
O(e2piitj ) as well as perturbative polynomial corrections si+1/si which are subleading due to our
restriction to the growth sector (B.3).
The asymptotic behaviour of the hodge norm allows us to further split the flux space as
Γ = Γlight ⊕ Γheavy ⊕ Γrest , (B.11)
where we define
Γlight =
⊕
r
Γr , with r = {r1, . . . , rI−1 ≤ 0, rI < 0} , (B.12)
Γheavy =
⊕
r
Γr , with r = {r1, . . . , rI−1 ≥ 0, rI > 0} . (B.13)
The hodge norm of fluxes in Γlight (i.e. their contribution to the scalar potential) goes to zero
in the asymptotic limit for any path in the growth sector (B.3); while those in Γheavy diverge.
Fluxes in Γrest can vanish or diverge asymptotically depending on the path. If we follow the
path determined by the RG string flows, some fluxes in Γrest can be allocated into light or heavy,
being the light ones those with
∑
i(ri − ri−1) = rI < 0.
Notice that 〈Γlight,Γlight〉 = 〈Γheavy,Γheavy〉 = 0 while 〈Γlight,Γheavy〉 6= 0. In typical string
theory examples [12], this bilinear product can be identified with the tadpole condition in (2.18).
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Hence, by restricting to Γlight we are also guaranteeing that the fluxes appear only linearly in
the tadpole, so they can belong to ΓEFT.
The perturbative expansion of the Ka¨hler potential in the asymptotic limit reads
K = − log(P (s) +O(e2piiti)) (B.14)
where P (s) is a polynomial of the saxion whose coefficients can also depends on the rest of
the scalars χ. If the Ka¨hler potential can be written as K = − log〈Π†,Π〉, 36 this perturbation
expansion is a consequence of plugging the nilpotent orbit for the periods (4.23), so that the
total degree of P (s) is dI . The leading term of the polynomial in a given growth sector (B.3)
reads
K = − log(sd11 sd2−d12 . . . sdI−dI−1I + . . . ) (B.15)
where di is defined as
Ndi(i)Π0 6= 0 , Ndi+1(i) Π0 = 0 (B.16)
with N(i) =
∑i
j=1Nj . Keeping only this leading term is at the same approximation level as
keeping only the leading term in (B.8). For the non-degenerate string flows defined in the main
text, it is enough to only keep these leading terms. However, the perturbative correction become
important when considering the degenerate flows, because then some di − di−1 = 0 which makes
necessary to consider the next term in the perturbative expansion.
If the Ka¨hler potential cannot be written in terms of the periods as above, it still makes
sense to consider the perturbative expansion in (B.14) and (B.15). However, the degrees of the
polynomial do not need to coincide anymore with the effective nilpotency orders in (B.16). For
this reason, to keep the discussion as general as possible, we have kept the degrees in K as
free integers in the main draft, which requires that we need to replace di → ni in (B.15) and
ri → rˆi = ri − (ni − di) in (B.8). However, the orthogonality conditions are still determined in
terms of ri, which implies that some light fluxes might appear quadratically in the tadpole, so
ΓEFT ⊂ Γlight.
For convenience, we can also write explicitly the asymptotic behaviour of the tension and
charge of a membrane. Plugging (B.4) and (B.8) into (2.20), we get
Tqr 'M3PT0(χ, χ¯)ρr(q, ai)s
rˆ1
2
1 s
rˆ2−rˆ1
2
2 . . . s
rˆn−rˆn−1
2
n , (B.17)
Qqr ' M4PQ0(χ) |ρr(q, a)|2 srˆ11 srˆ2−rˆ12 . . . srˆn−rˆn−1n . (B.18)
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